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Abstract 

 

The increasing links between agriculture and technology and empirical knowledge of 
some of the historical problems encountered by farmers is the motivation of the work 
described in this master thesis. The idea of this work is based on the possibility of being able to 
use GPS technology to remotely locate farm animals within mid-range distances and also that 
the system carried by the animal should have enough autonomy to allow the final user (the 
farmer) a practical and user-friendly application of the system in the field. Finally, the 
technologic evolution and the global market have made possible the culmination of the project 
in this master thesis.  

 

This thesis details the design and implementation of a system that performs the animal 
location function. A transmitter carried by the target animal allows for the retrieving of geo-
positioning coordinates (latitude and longitude) from a GPS module and then the transmission 
of the coordinates to a receiver. The latter then receives the coordinates, interprets the 
coordinates and finally places them over a map using a tactile device. 

 

 

 

 

[Català] 

 

L’increment del vincle tecnologia–agricultura i el coneixement empíric d’algunes de les 

problemàtiques històriques dels ramaders, és la motivació del treball descrit en aquesta tesis. 

Aquesta idea es basa en la possibilitat d’aplicar la tecnologia GPS per a la localització remota  

d’animals de granja a distàncies mitges i a més, l’equip rastrejador hauria de disposar d’una 

autonomia suficient que permetés a l’usuari final (el ramader) una aplicació còmoda i pràctica 

del sistema sobre el terreny. Finalment, l’evolució tecnològica i el mercat global han fet 

possible la culminació d’aquest projecte en aquesta tesis de màster. 

 

Aquesta tesis detalla el disseny i implementació d’un sistema que realitza la tasca de 

localització de l’animal. Un transmissor ubicat a l’animal objecte de ser localitzat permet 

obtenir les coordenades de geoposicionament (latitud i longitud) provinents d’un mòdul GPS i 

transmetre-les al dispositiu receptor. Aquest, rep les coordenades, les interpreta i les ubica 

sobre un mapa en un dispositiu tàctil. 
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[Castellano] 

  

 El incremento del vínculo tecnología-agricultura y el conocimiento empírico de algunas 

de las problemáticas históricas de los ganaderos es la motivación del trabajo descrito en esta 

tesis. Esta idea se basa en la posibilidad de aplicar la tecnología GPS para la localización remota 

de animales de granja a distancias medias y además, el equipo rastreador debería disponer de 

una autonomía suficiente que permitiera al usuario final (el ganadero) una aplicación cómoda 

y práctica del sistema sobre el terreno. Finalmente, la evolución tecnológica y el mercado 

global han hecho posible la culminación de éste proyecto en esta tesis de máster. 

 

Ésta tesis detalla el diseño e implementación de un sistema que realiza la tarea de localización 

del animal. Un transmisor ubicado en el animal objeto de ser localizado permite obtener las 

coordenadas de geoposicionamiento (latitud y longitud) provenientes de un módulo GPS y 

transmitirlas al dispositivo receptor. Éste, recibe las coordenadas, las interpreta, y las ubica 

sobre un mapa en un dispositivo táctil.  
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Aim of the project 
 

The aim of this project is to develop a location system allowing remote farm animals 

location and generating an alarm if the animal leaves a particular area. 

The whole system should be formed by a transmitter which would be carried by the animal 

and a receiver device that allows the animal’s location on a map. 

The transmitter should consist of a GPS module to retrieve the position coordinates and a 

transceiver to be able to send it to the receiver. The task of monitoring and processing the 

communication signals between the different peripherals that integrate the transmitter unit 

will be performed with an FPGA. 

One of the main points to consider when designing the emitter device is clearly power 

consumption. It is important to note that because it is a mobile device coupled to an animal, 

the contact with it, either to replace or charge battery, has to be minimized.  

The receiver should be able to retrieve the data from the target, process and display it on the 

screen. The core of the receiver device should be a low-power embedded system equipped 

with a touch screen and connected to a transceiver in order to be able to receive the 

coordinates and control de remote device. To increase the capabilities of the receiver device, it 

could also incorporate a GPS in order to calculate the distance and angle between the receiver 

and the target. 
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1  Introduction 
 

1.1 Agriculture and Technology 

 

Over the past 50 years, agriculture has undergone a deep and rapid transformation, motivated 

by a growing demand for food and agricultural products in general, due to an exponential 

increase of the population. This rapid evolution would not have been possible without the 

technological catalyst that has been developing and progressing in parallel not only in the field 

of agriculture. Some of the consequences derived from this evolution are: work productivity 

improvement, the enhancement in working conditions, the better use of raw materials in the 

field level, etc. 

Sustainable agriculture, have been a topic of discussion and debate for decades. Symptoms of 

imbalance have been seen in the form of pollution, soil erosion, and general alteration of the 

natural environment where agriculture practices have been held. In fact, agricultural practices 

are unnatural and equally unnatural has been the exponential growth in human population, 

with associated demands for food, which have exceeded several times the natural carrying 

capacity of land. The article called “The Role of Technology in Sustainable Agriculture” [1] 

(Scott H. Hutchins) makes three very interesting assertions regarding the role of technology in 

sustainable agriculture:  

 Technology has/will increase agricultural productivity 

 Technology development has-been/will-be sustainable 

 Technology is, therefore, the basis for Sustainable Agriculture 

 

Hence, it is clear the importance that technology has had and will have on the future of 

agriculture. 

Moreover, the technological evolution and the large-scale commercialization of electronic 

devices are enabling many technological solutions to be integrated in such fields as agriculture 

at very low prices with ease unthinkable years ago. Sources of innovation in agriculture have 

diverse disciplinary origins. The evolution of the modern technological agriculture involves 

several industries and technologies as chemical, pesticides, pharmaceutical, seeds, machinery, 

tractors and mechanical tools, food, communications, electronics, etc. This thesis intends to 

provide a technological livestock solution closer to both communications and electronics 

sources rather than the others above. 

There are several universities and companies focusing their efforts towards improving 

agriculture technology by developing very innovative ideas and products taking advantage of 

the newest technological improvements such as GPS tracking systems, wireless 

communications, etc. Some examples in the farming field are: parlour feeding systems, 

automatic identification systems in parlours, automatic shedding gates and milk meters, 

automatic milking machines, etc.  
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 GPS Uses in Agriculture 1.1.1

 

An example of the increasing presence of the technology in agriculture and specially the use of 

the GPS technology is the Precision Agriculture. It is based on observing and responding to 

intra-field variations and relies on new technologies like satellite imagery, information 

technology, and geospatial tools. 

Precision Farming is defined as information and technology based farm and management 

system to identify, analyze and manage variability within fields for optimum profitability, 

sustainability and protection of the land resource. This involves looking at the increased 

efficiencies that achieved by dealing with the natural variability in a field. To do so, several 

technologies are usually involved in the data collection and processing process as well as in the 

actuation process on the fields and crops. 

GPS-based applications in precision farming are being used for farm planning, field mapping, 

soil sampling, tractor guidance, crop scouting, variable rate applications, and yield mapping. 

GPS also allows farmers to work under low visibility field conditions such as rain, dust, fog, and 

darkness.  

Today, many farmers use GPS products to enhance operations in their farming businesses. 

Location information is collected by GPS receivers for mapping field’s boundaries, roads, 

irrigation systems, and problem areas in crops such as weeds or disease. This data can be used 

afterwards in conjunction with suitable agricultural equipment to modulate different actions 

into the field, such as fertilization, planting, irrigation, etc. The bottom line is to stop thinking 

about a field as a unity, but as a differential surface that can be split in plots which have 

different needs or lacks, and compensate them individually in order to maximize the overall 

field productivity. 

 

Figure 1.1: Variations in crop biomass, [2] (Ian Yule, 2010) 
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The previous picture [2] (Ian Yule, 2010) shows the results of sensing a wheat paddock in early 

growth stage and indicates the large variations in crop biomass. The dark green and blue areas 

represent a greater crop density and increased growth. 

 

 Wireless Technologies in Agriculture 1.1.2

Wireless technologies have been under rapid development during recent years. Nowadays 

there is a wide range of different wireless technologies available to the consumer, and the 

same applies to agriculture.  

There are many reasons for using this technology in agriculture; the most important one is the 

savings involved due to a significant reduction and simplification in wiring and harness. In 

addition, wireless devices allow otherwise impossible sensor applications, such as “on-the-go” 

environments (moving objects), dangerous or remote areas and locations. 

An interesting way of classifying wireless agriculture applications is the one extracted from 

Wireless sensors in agriculture and food industry [3] (Ning Wang, Naiqian Zhang, Maohua 

Wang, 2005) which sorts them as follows: 

 Environmental Monitoring 

 Precision Agriculture 

 Machine and Process Control 

 Building and facility automation 

 Traceability Systems 

Some examples from the breakdown above are: Weather monitoring for vineyards, Geo-

referenced environmental monitoring referring to Environmental Monitoring. About Precision 

Agriculture, many wireless sensors have been used to assist in spatial data collection, precision 

irrigation, and variable-rate technology, supplying pest and disease infestation data and 

forecasts to farmers. 

Nowadays, several wireless standards have been established. Among them, the standards for 

wireless LAN, IEEE 802.11x (“WiFi”) and wireless PAN, IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) and IEEE 

802.15.4 (ZigBee) are used more widely for sensor networks and automation applications. All 

these standards use instrumentation, scientific and medical radio bands including the 868 -870 

MHz and 433.05-434.79 MHz (Europe acceptable) and the worldwide acceptable 2.400 – 

2.4835 GHz.  

The Wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11) is a flexible communication protocol for implementing wireless 

local area network (WLAN) computer communication. It is a short-range communication 

technology and due to its requirements for wireless LAN applications, power consumption is 

fairly high compared to some other standards. 

Bluetooth IEEE 802.15.1 is a wireless protocol that is used for short-range communication 

(100m, 10m, and 1m). It uses the 2.4 GHz, 915 and 868 MHz radio bands to communicate at 1 

Mbit between up to eight devices. Bluetooth exists in many products such as telephones, 
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modems, headsets, etc. The technology is useful when transferring information between two 

or more devices that are near each other in low-bandwidth situations. 

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard is a physical radio specification providing for low data rate 

connectivity among relatively simple devices that consume minimal power and typically 

connect over short distances. It is ideal for monitoring, control automation, sensing and 

tracking applications. Features IEEE 802.15.4 devices include: 

- 868 MHz band, 1 channel, 20kbps. 

- 2.4 GHz ISM band, 16 channels, 250 kbps. 

- Connecting up to 255 devices per network. 

- Full protocol for transfer reliability. 

- Power management to ensure low power consumption. 

Because ZigBee can activate (sleep to active mode transition) in less than 15 ms, the latency 

can be very low allowing a very responsive behavior; particularly compared to Bluetooth wake-

up delays, which are typically around three seconds. Furthermore, ZigBees can sleep most of 

the time; the average power consumption can be very low. 

The wireless standards also address the network issues for wireless sensors. Three types of 

networks: star network, hybrid network and mesh network, have been developed and 

standardized. The most efficient networking technology uses peer-to-peer, mesh networks, 

which allow all the nodes in the network to have the routing capability. This allows sensor 

information to propagate across the network with a high reliability and over an extended 

range. In addition, it allows time synchronization and low power consumption for the end-

devices connected to sensors in the network and, thus, extending the battery life. 

 

 ZigBee WiFi Bluetooth 

Data rate 250 kbps 11 – 54 Mbps 1 Mbps 
Nodes per master 64000 32 7 
Latency 30 ms Up to 3 sec. Up to 10 sec. 
Data type Small data packets Video, audio, files, etc. Video, audio, files, etc. 
Battery life > 1 year 1 week Hours 

Table 1.1: Wireless technologies comparative table 
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2 Receiver Design 
 

This chapter describes the receiver device design process. This is responsible of retrieving the 

data from the transmitter device, process, and display it on the screen.   

This job is carried out with an ARM board equipped with a touchscreen and connected to an 

XBee Transceiver.  

Considering that the core of the system is a commercial predesigned board, the heaviest task 

will consist in designing and programming the software that will permit the proper functioning 

of the system. 

Prior to that, it is essential to prepare the underlying software over which the coded 

application is going to run on. Thus, the operating system, drivers, boot loader, graphics 

libraries, etc. have to be coded/adapted, cross-compiled, and located in the right place so the 

whole system can run perfectly without incompatibilities. 

To carry out this project, it was decided to make use of free software because of the flexibility 

in code adaptation and cost reasons. Closed source applications can only be customized or 

adapted within the scope provided by the original vendor but never outside its boundaries. On 

the other hand, the open source software can be readily adapted to meet specific user needs. 

Especially in this project where the whole software platform has to be adapted to the 

hardware and final application needs. The use of open source software gives us more design 

and customization freedom because we are not facing a closed standard, and this entails to a 

valuable money saving.  

LCD Interface Bus

Mini2440 ARM Board

7" LCD Touchscreen

USB cable

XBee RF Module

 

Figure 2.1: Receiver design layout 
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2.1 ARM Board 

 

As already mentioned, we will need a device to process the received data from the 

transmitter. At first glance, this simple task could be carried out for instance, by a simple 8-bit 

microcontroller. But as discussed below, we will need more peripherals for achieving our 

purpose.  

A controller will be needed for both screen and touch screen, to manage the data which is 

going to be displayed and to get the user feedback from the touch device. Also, we should be 

able to communicate with the transceiver (XBee radio modem); this will be performed by using 

the USB standard. Moreover, it is necessary to get the geographic and mapping data and 

process it in order to be able to show the target position on a map. This will be accomplished 

by using an Internet connection through Ethernet and an online mapping service provider such 

as Open Street Maps. Summarizing, it takes many peripherals to be used at the same time, 

which means, a lot of data to be processed and several protocols managed by stacks to be 

running on the same device. At this point, it is obvious that the use of a simple microcontroller 

is almost impracticable. We need a more powerful core. 

For solving these problems, a powerful ARM9 microcontroller in conjunction with a Linux-

based embedded operating system is used in this project.  

 

 

 Friendly ARM Mini2440 Description 2.1.1

 

The chosen ARM board for this project is the Mini2440 ARM Board from Friendly ARM. It is an 

ARM9 architecture device providing embedded RISC Microprocessor solution empower from 

the Samsung S3C2440 CPU. Equipped with 2 MB NOR Flash with BIOS, and a 128 MB NAND 

Flash for the OS or Boot loader. Also it has a 64 MB SDRAM chip with a 32 bit Bus. An on-board 

SD card socket is included on the board which can be used as the main storage device for the 

OS. This provides great flexibility as the storage capacity for our OS depends on the card we 

use. All these features are enough for running a multitasking OS such as Linux with a GUI.   

It also has several peripherals such as Ethernet connector, USB connector, 4 serial port 

connections and a GPIO (General Purpose Input / Output) port connector.  An LCD interface is 

also included on the board so a VGA screen with a touch panel can be connected to the board.  
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Specifications  

Dimension 100 x 100 mm 
CPU 400 MHz Samsung S3C2440A ARM920T (max freq. 533 MHz) 
RAM 64 MB SDRAM, 32 bit Bus 
Flash 128 MB NAND Flash and 2 MB NOR Flash with BIOS 
EEPROM 256 Byte (I2C) 
External Memory SD-Card socket 
Serial Ports 1x DB9 connector (RS232), total: 3x serial port connectors 
USB 1x USB-A Host 1.1, 1x USB-B Device 1.1 
Audio Output 3.5 mm stereo jack 
Audio Input Connector + Condenser microphone 
Ethernet RJ-45 10/100M (DM9000) 
RTC Real Time Clock with battery (CR1220) 
Beeper PWM buzzer 
Camera 20 pin (2.0 mm) Camera interface 
LCD Interface 41 pin (1.0 mm) connector for FriendlyARM Displays and VGA Board 
Touch Panel 4 wire resistive 
User Inputs 6x push buttons and 1x A/D pot 
User Outputs 4x LEDs 
Expansion 40 pin System Bus, 34 pin GPIO, 10 pin Buttons (2.0 mm) 
Debug 10 pin JTAG (2.0 mm) 
Power regulated 5V (DC-Plug: 1.35mm inner x 3.5mm outer diameter) 
Power Consuption Mini2440: 0.3 A, Mini2440 + 3.5" LCD: 0.6 A, Mini2440 + 7" LCD: 1 A 
Os Support Windows CE, 5 and 6. Linux and Android. 
  

Table 2.1: Mini2440 technical characteristics 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Mini2440 top view and peripherals, (www.friendlyarm.com) 
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  Why the Mini2440 ARM Board? 2.1.2

 

The Mini2440 Board integrates the minimum necessary requirements for the receiver. The 

S3C2440 ARM processor has one channel USB Device controller which will be used for the 

transceiver integration. An integrated LCD controller with LCD-dedicated DMA is included in 

the package. This makes this board capable of driving a VGA display and a resistive touch 

screen which can be connected to the 4 channel 10-bit A/D included in the ARM 

microprocessor. The Ethernet port will be essential to update the board software, and to be 

able to retrieve the mapping data via Internet.  

This board with all this characteristics and a 7” resistive touch screen is sold for a very small 

amount of money compared to the ones sold by other manufacturers.  

 This makes this board a very powerful and competitive product for a very low cost.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Mini2440 with touch screen, (www.friendlyarm.com) 
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2.2 ARM Board Software 

 

The Mini2440 comes with a set of pre-installed source which allows booting the board directly 

the first time it is plugged and switched on.  

This board comes with a BIOS (NOR flash) that can be used to format the NAND Flash, 

download an image file into the memory, boot up the system, etc. A supervivi bootloader is 

also preinstalled, which will start up the also pre-installed Linux system (Qtopia-2.2.0 and 

linux-2.6.29 kernel in the NAND Flash and showcase a front-end GUI Qt/Embedded 

applications. 

 

Figure 2.4: Supervivi output console capture 

A switch is included on the board to allow the user booting up from the NOR or the NAND 

flash.  
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 Deployment Steps 2.2.1

 

Currently the whole system (Boot loader and Linux system) is installed on the NAND flash. For 

the RFALS project, the idea is to extend the NAND flash life by easing the burden of NAND 

memory accesses by installing the OS on an external memory support like an SD card. So the 

order of the first steps to follow is:  

 Erase Nand Flash and install the Bootloader on it 

 Compile the kernel 

 Build the Embedded Linux System (Emdebian) 

 Building the touchscreen library (Tslib) 

 Build the QT Framework 

 Putting all together into the SD card and first time boot 

 

After finishing these steps, we will have a functional OS ready and running over the Mini2440, 

and the next move will be developing the FRALS software application. 
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 System Setup 2.2.2

 

The host machine used for the embedded system development has a preinstalled Ubuntu 

12.04 LTS Linux OS. The MINI2440 board (target board) is connected to the host system COM 

port through an RS-232 cable. 

Besides, a wireless router is also used to configure the client server network where the NFS 

service is used in order to share the deployment directory with the target system (MINI2440). 

This makes so easy moving files from the host computer to the board during the development 

stage, avoiding the use of the SD card for this purpose. 

The serial communication setup will be:  an asynchronous serial connection, 115000 bps, 8 

data bits and one stop bit (8N1). 

Furthermore, several packages for the software development are needed: 

 Cross-compiler toolchain (arm-linux-gcc-4.3.3) 

 U-boot Source code 

 Linux Kernel (linux 2.6.32.2) 

 Embedian Grip 2.0 (Based on Debian 6.0 “squeeze”) 

 Tsib (Touchscreen abstraction layer) 

 Qt SDK 4.8 (Software development platform) 

 Qt for embedded Linux libraries 

RS-232

Wire
less

Ethernet
Mini2440

Serial Console

Laptop
OS: Ubuntu 12.04

 

Figure 2.5: Embedded system deployment setup 
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 Bootloader (U-boot) 2.2.3

 

Processor based systems can only run code that exists in the local memory (either ROM or 

RAM), while operating systems normally reside in large storage memory devices such as Hard 

Disks, USB sticks, Network servers, and other permanent storage media. 

When the microprocessor is plugged on, the OS has to be brought to memory in order to be 

executed. This was a straightforward task in old microprocessor based systems with simple 

architectures, but for complex architectures, there are more jobs to do: registers initialization, 

setting timers, flags and some other constraints checking before going to execution by an 

embedded system. 

Although MINI2440 comes with a small preinstalled bootloader called Supervivi, this is 

proprietary software based on vivi which has very limited support and requires YAFFS file 

system for the root fs. 

Instead of Supervivi U-boot has been chosen for carrying out the kernel booting and the file 

system initialization task. U-boot is open source software with extensive documentation 

available.  

U-boot provides the following features: 

 Initializing the hardware, especially the memory controller 

 Providing boot parameters for the Linux Kernel 

 Starting the Linux Kernel 

 Reading and writing arbitrary memory locations 

 Uploading new binary images to the board’s RAM via serial line 

 Copying binary images from RAM to FLASH memory 

 

2.2.3.1 U-boot Install 

 

U-boot install process consists basically on loading a U-boot image to MINI2440 boards RAM. 

This task could be performed either through its own bootloader (Supervivi) or using a JTAG 

cable. Once it’s been loaded, U-boot can be auto stored in the on-board 128 MB flash. In this 

project, the first approach is taken. Once the bootloader is installed, the next step is to 

configure it to boot up the system. 

To begin with the installation, we need to download the source code, cross-compile it for the 

ARM platform and start with the configuration setup. The whole process is shown below: 
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The first step is setting up the environment variables properly to ease the installation and then 

configure and cross-compile U-boot. 

 

Figure 2.6: Uboot cross-compilation 

 

This process generates “u-boot.bin” file in the same folder where the compilation takes place. 

This is the U-boot image that will be stored in the MINI2440 flash memory. To do this, the 

board have to be plugged on and connected via the COM port to the host computer. Besides, 

we have to run a serial console (in this project the minicom application is used), and switch on 

the board with the on-boards switch moving it to the left position (NOR boot). After a second, 

the FriendlyARMs bios is booted and several options are prompted at the serial console. Now, 

[q] must be typed to access to the vivi shell. 

Next, we have to tell vivi that we want to load the U-boot image. In this case: 243360 bytes. 

Afterwards, we have to plug the USB cable which will be used to transfer the data and upload 

the image using the usb software loader s3c2410_boot_usb contained the U-boot package 

provided by FriendlyARM. 

 

 

Figure 2.7: U-boot image load 

 
 
1 idrox@idrox-Laptop:~$ export           

  PATH=/usr/local/toolchain/4.4.3/bin/:$PATH 

 

2 idrox@idrox-Laptop:~$ export CROSS_COMPILE=arm-none-linux-gnueabi- 

3 idrox@idrox-Laptop:~$ make mini2440_config 

4 idrox@idrox-Laptop:~$ make 
 

 

 
 

1 Enter your selection: q                                                          

2 Supervivi> load flash 0 243360 u                                                 

3 USB host is not connected yet.                                                   

4 USB host is connected. Waiting a download. 
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Figure 2.8: Loading u-boot compiled image 

 

Once all this is done, it is time to load U-boot, format the NAND flash memory and install the 

bootloader in the NAND from an SD card: 

 

Figure 2.9: Nand preparation 

 

After this last step, we successfully loaded the bootloader at the start of the NAND memory. 

Address: 0x38fc4. 

 

 

2.2.3.2 Uboot Configuration 

Now, in order to properly boot the Linux kernel and load the file system during the following 

stages, U-boot configuration has to be tweaked a bit. To do so, we have to move the Mini2440 

board switch to the left position (NAND boot) and turn on the board. After a while, U-boot 

prompt will show up. Following, the boot commands have to be set; which means that we 

have to tell U-boot where the kernel is located and how to boot it up: 

 

 
 
1 idrox@idrox-Laptop:~$ ./s3c2410_boot_usb u-boot.bin 

 

 
 
1 Supervivi> go 0x30000000 

2 MINI2440 # nand scrub 

3 MINI2440 # nand createbbt 

4 MINI2440 # mmcinit 

5 MINI2440 # fatload mmc 0:1 0x32000000 u-boot.bin 

6 MINI2440 # nand write.e 0x32000000 0x0 0x38fc4 
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Figure 2.10: Configuring u-boot init parameters 

 

Command Description 

mmcinit Initializes the SD card reader driver 
fatload Loads the kernel  
mmc Load kernel from SD card 
0:1 From SD card partition 1 
0x32000000 Nand boot memory address 
uImage This argument provides the name of the kernel file image 
Bootm This command boots the kernel 

Table 2.2: U-boot configuration parameters 

 

Now it’s time to set the environment variables that contain the arguments to be passed to the 

kernel during the boot time in order to properly load the file system: 

 

Figure 2.11: U-boot kernel configuration parameters 

 

Command Description 

console Sets the main terminal to the RS232 Mini2440 serial port and the baudrate 
noinitrd Do not load any initial ramdisk 
root Tell the kernel where the file system is located 
rw Tells the kernel to mount the file system in read / write mode 
Mini2440 Tells the kernel to use the 7” screen driver 
init Sets the initial command to be executed by the kernel. 
rootfstype Tells the kernel the filesystem type where the file system is located 

 

Table 2.3: U-boot kernel parameters 

 
 
MINI2440: setenv bootcmd 'mmcinit; fatload mmc 0:1 0x32000000 

uImage; bootm' 

 

 
 
MINI2440: setenv bootargs 'console=ttySAC0,115200 noinitrd 

root=/dev/mmcblk0p3 rw mini2440=3tb init=/bin/sh rootfstype=ext3' 
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 Compiling the Kernel 2.2.4

The kernel is a program that constitutes the central core of a computer operating system. It is 

the first part of the OS to load into memory during booting and it remains there during the 

entire duration of the embedded system session. 

The kernel provides basic services for all other parts of the OS including memory, process, file 

and I/O management. Thus, controlling all the accesses to the peripheral devices. All these 

services are requested by the applications or drivers through a specified set of program 

interfaces referred to as system calls. 

 

2.2.4.1 Configuring the Kernel 

In order to compile the kernel, a few steps should be performed first. When downloading the 

kernel source code, we could use the official sources provided in www.kernel.org, but in this 

case, we prefer to take advantage of the FriendlyARM website kernel sources in order to 

minimize the driver deployment. The main benefit on using this package is that it already 

includes the drivers and a configuration file with several preconfigured features that when 

executed, it automates the driver installation allowing a proper kernel execution on this board. 

However, a kernel optimization will be performed anyway in order to boost the booting speed 

and the overall board performance. 

To do so, once the kernel sources have been downloaded, we are going to un-compress them 

and after this, likewise we did for the U-boot compilation, we have to set the cross-compiler 

environment variables and generate the kernel configuration file. 

 

Figure 2.12: Kernel development initial steps 

After creating the folder where the kernel will be placed, we have to copy the content of the 

configuration file for our board (in this case the _a70. As the board with the 7” screen is used) 

to the file that will be used as a template file to generate the final version of the configuration 

file (“$Linuxdir$/arch/arm/configs/mini2440_defconfig”), generate the kernel configuration 

file and start the graphic configuration application in order to customize our kernel. 

This application basically permits modifying the kernel configuration file in an easy way using a 

graphical interface instead of doing it manually by directly editing the text configuration file. 

This avoids potential parsing mistakes and gives to the user a clearer view of what is actually 

tweaking.  

 
$ tar -xvf linux-2.6.32.2-mini2440_20110413.tgz 

$ export PATH=/usr/local/toolchain/4.4.3/bin/:$PATH 

$ cd linux-2.6.32.2/ 

$ mkdir kernel-bin 
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Figure 2.13: Kernel file configuration generation 

 

The last command displayed in the box above showcase the following GUI: 

 

Figure 2.14: Kernel graphic configuration tool 

 

Once the kernel configuration graphic interface is loaded, we should start unchecking all the 

features that won’t be used for this project. 

 Networking options -> Wireless 

 Device Drivers -> Parallel port support 

 Device Drivers -> Block Devices -> Loopback device support (ISO images loading) 

 Device Drivers -> Serial ATA and parallel ATA support 

 Device Drivers -> Network device support -> Wireless LAN 

 Device Drivers -> USB Network Adapters -> All USB network devices 

 Device Drivers -> GPIO support 

 Device Drivers -> Multimedia Support 

 Device Drivers -> Sound card support 

 
$ CROSS_COMPILE=arm-none-linux-gnueabi- ARCH=arm make O=kernel-

bin/       mini2440_defconfig 

 

$ cd kernel-bin 

$ CROSS_COMPILE=arm-none-linux-gnueabi- ARCH=arm make xconfig 
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In order to be able to read the ext3 partition that we have created in the SD card (where the 

file system will reside), we have to enable the ext3 file system support in the kernel 

configuration: 

 File systems -> Ext3 Journaling file system support (Enable) 

 

Now we just have to save and close the graphic configuration tool. 

 

2.2.4.2 Compiling the kernel: 

Once all the configuration procedures have been performed, it is time to start the compilation: 

 

Figure 2.15: Kernel cross-compilation 

 

Then, the compiled kernel image is stored at “/kernel_bin/arch/arm/boot/zImage”. This is in 

fact, a gzip-ed kernel image and is generated in this format in order to reduce the storage size 

of the kernel. Note that it cannot be opened using gzip because it contains some code at the 

beginning of the file to decompress the gzip-ed image. 

Now we need to generate the specific uImage file as this format is needed for U-boot in order 

to boot it. To do this, U-boot package provides the mkimage tool which allows doing the 

conversion. The image generation is performed as shown below: 

 

 

Figure 2.16: Generate kernel uImage 

 

 
 
$  cd .. 

$ CROSS_COMPILE=arm-none-linux-gnueabi- ARCH=arm make O=kernel-

bin/ 
 
 

 
 
$ mkimage -A arm -O linux -T kernel -C none -a 0x30008000 -e 

0x30008000 -d kernel-bin/arch/arm/boot/zImage uImage 
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 Building Embedded Linux System (Emdebian) 2.2.5

Before we start coding the client application which will run on the receiver device, we need an 

Operative System. Due to its low cost and ease of customization, a Linux OS is chosen. 

Specifically, a Debian based OS called Embedian.  

Embedian is essentially a standard Debian Linux system where all the packages have been 

optimized for size in order to make it possible to run it within a limited hardware platform, as 

is in MINI2440 which has an ARM based processor. It offers the same sort of consistency that 

Debian itself, but a much smaller footprint. All the translation packages have been discarded 

and documentation and examples and similar packages are left out. Library dependencies, 

optional components and drivers are reduced as far as possible rather than using them by 

default. However, optional components are available in separate packages and they can be 

compiled and installed as well. 

There are several manners of installing Embedian. The way used in this project is through 

Debootstrap tool, which allows creating a root file system for a different architecture machine. 

This is called cross-debootstrapping, and allows downloading a pre-compiled Embedian base 

minimum system for a concrete architecture.  Debootstrap carries out this task by directly 

downloading the packages from the Emdebian repositories from their servers. 

  

2.2.5.1 Partitioning the SD card 

 

The whole system considering the OS, kernel and software is going to be stored in a 2GB SD 

card. To get started, the SD card has to be properly formatted and partitioned. To achieve this, 

fdisk tool is used.  

To store the system, the following partitions are required: 

Partition File system Capacity Contains 

1st FAT32 50 MB Linux Kernel 
2nd Linux Swap  512 MB Swap space 
3rd  Ext3 Reminder Root FS 
Total:  2 GB  

Table 2.4: SD Partitions 

 

After inserting and mounting the SD card in the host PC, let’s start partitioning the card using 

fdisk. Only prompt commands executed in the console are shown below. The complete session 

in fdisk is annexed (Appendix A fdisk session). 
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Figure 2.17: Fdisk partition creation example 

 

The first step is to execute fdisk to partition the SD card which is loaded in the device folder 

“/dev/” named as “sdb”. The next command issued is the “o” character in order to create a 

new partition table into the drive. Once this is done, it is time to create the new partitions. This 

is performed by typing the “n” command. As seen above, a primary 50 MB partition is created 

to store of the kernel. This step has to be repeated twice in order to create the remaining 

partitions. 

 

When all the partitions have been created, we have to assign a file system to each one by 

entering the “t” command and providing the file system id to fdisk: 

  
 

1 idrox@idrox-Laptop:~$ sudo fdisk /dev/sdb 
[sudo] password for idrox:  
 
Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): o 
Building a new DOS disklabel with disk identifier 0x258ac8d4. 
Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them. 
After that, of course, the previous content won't be recoverable. 
 
Avís: el senyalador 0x0000 invàlid de la taula de particions 4 es corregirà amb w(escriu) 
 
Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): n 
Partition type: 
   p   primary (0 primary, 0 extended, 4 free) 
   e   extended 
Select (default p): p 
Nombre de partició (1-4, valor per defecte 1): 1 
Primera sector (2048-3842047, valor per defecte 2048):  
S'està utilitzant el valor per defecte 2048 
Last sector, +sectors or +size{K,M,G} (2048-3842047, valor per defecte 3842047): +50MB 
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Figure 2.18: Fdisk: assigning partitions 

Once all the filesystems have been configured, we can see the final partition structure by 

entering the “p” command and once the proper configuration have been checked, we can 

proceed to save the modifications using the write command (w).  

After this, it is time to create the file systems. Linux uses the mkfs command to create file 

systems and mkswap command to create the swap space. The mkfs command is actually a 

front end to several filesystem/specific commands such as mkfs.ext3 for ext3 and mkfs.reiserfs 

for ReiserFS. 

 

Figure 2.19: Formatting partitions 

 
 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): t 
Nombre de partició (1-4): 2 
Codi hex. (escriviu L per veure la llista de codis): 82 
S'ha canviat el tipus del sistema de la partició 2 per 82 (Swap Linux / Solaris) 
 
Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): t 
Nombre de partició (1-4): 3 
Codi hex. (escriviu L per veure la llista de codis): 83 
 
Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): p 
 
Disc /dev/sdb: 1967 MB, 1967128576 octets 
61 heads, 62 sectors/track, 1015 cylinders, total 3842048 sectors 
Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
Disk identifier: 0x258ac8d4 
 
Dispositiu Arrenc.   Inici         Final    Blocs    Id  Sistema 
/dev/sdb1            2048       99703       48828    b  W95 FAT32 
/dev/sdb2           99704     1099703      500000   82  Swap Linux / Solaris 
/dev/sdb3         1099704     3842047     1371172   83  Linux 
 
Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): w 

 
$ sudo mkfs.vfat /dev/sdb1 

$ sudo mkswap /dev/sdb2 

$ sudo mkfs.ext3 /dev/sdb3 
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2.2.5.2 Debootstrap (Emdebian minimum system creation) 

 

Assuming that Debootstrap is already installed in the host PC, let’s proceed downloading and 

compressing the base minimum system in order to be able to use it again on the next stage. 

 

Figure 2.20: Downloading minimum Emdebian file system 

 

 

Figure 2.21: Root directory capture of the downloaded Emdebian minimum system 

Now that all the root file system for the ARM board is in a compressed tar file, the next step is 

to move it to the ext3 partition in the SD card. We could just copy the folders directly to the SD 

partition, but in order ease the card population and to make clear what we are doing in every 

stage of the process, we are going to create a couple of directories in our localhost where the 

two partitions of interest (ext3 for the rootfs and vfat for the kernel) from the SD will be 

mounted. Thus we can work virtually over the SD card although we will be locating the files 

into the localhost folders. After all the work is done, we are going to synchronize the files from 

the host PC to the SD card by using the sync command. 

 
 
$ sudo debootstrap --arch=armel --foreign squeeze grip/ 

http://www.emdebian.org/grip/ 

 

$ cd grip 

$ sudo tar jcf ../emdebian-grip-arm-debootstrap-lenny.tar.bz2 * 
 

 

http://www.emdebian.org/grip/
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As shown below, first of all, the target folders are being created (boot and arm directories) and 

after the SD card partitions are mounted into them. “sbd” Is the device name that Linux 

assigned to the SD card. 

 

Figure 2.22: Mounting SD card directories 

 

Next, we move into the directory where the ext3 partition is mounted and we untar the root 

file system into it: 

 

Figure 2.23: Uncompressing Emdebian minimum file system into the SD card 

 

2.2.5.3 Kernel and modules Install 

To boot up the already installed root file system in the Mini2440 board, the kernel and its 

related modules are required. Let’s proceed putting it all together into the SD card. First of all, 

the kernel image has to be placed into the previously created and formatted boot partition. 

Once this is done, we have to install all the modules into the root file system.  

 

 
 
$ cd /mnt 

$ sudo mkdir boot 

$ sudo mkdir arm 

$ sudo mount /dev/sdb1 /mnt/boot 

$ sudo mount /dev/sdb3 /mnt/arm 
 

 
 
$ cd /mnt/arm/ 

$ sudo tar jxf /home/idrox/Escriptori/emdebian-grip-arm-

debootstrap-lenny.tar.bz2 

 

$ sync 
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Figure 2.24: Installing drivers and required modules into the SD card 

 

In order to properly boot the Linux system, it needs to be tweaked a bit. To begin with, we are 

going to get into the directory and logon as root. 

 

Figure 2.25: Finishing touches; tweaking file system. 

 

The first command line places the “Proc” file system in the fstab file. Procfs is a special file 

system in UNIX-like operating systems that presents information about processes and other 

system information. It has to be mapped during the boot time in order to allow the 

dynamically accessing process data held in the kernel. To do so, we have to instantiate it in the 

fstab file which contains descriptive information about the different file systems. 

Second line, sets the hostname used in the board; in this case the RFALS (Remote Farm Animal 

Location System) is used. 

The third and fourth lines are required to create the console device which will be used to 

interact with the Linux Operating System and the virtual serial console. The serial device 

“ttySAC0” will be used to communicate with the board Linux OS through the serial port. This 

avoids the need of using an external keyboard or display in order to interact with the board 

during the initial stage setup. 

The last line adds the Emdebian repository to the “sources.list” file. This action is essential to 

eventually populate the filesystem, as we have only installed a base minimum file system. This 

procedure will be described later on in the Emdebian second stage install.  

 
 
$ cp uImage /mnt/boot/ 

$ cd kernel-bin/ 

$ sudo make INSTALL_MOD_PATH=/mnt/arm modules_install 
 

 
 
$ echo "proc /proc proc none 0 0" >>etc/fstab 

$ echo "RFALS" >etc/hostname 

$ mknod dev/console c 5 1 

$ mknod dev/ttySAC0 c 204 64 

$ echo 'deb http://www.emdebian.org/grip/ lenny main'   

>>etc/apt/sources.list 
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2.2.5.4 Finishing touches 

Now it is time to unmount the SD card, insert it into the board card reader, configure U-boot 

and proceed to boot-up the board for the first time. 

 

Figure 2.26: Unmounting SD partitions 

 

Once the board is up and running, we have to proceed with the Emdebian second stage install 

where all the remaining packets will be downloaded and installed. To do so, the board needs 

to be connected to Internet; we will have to plug it to a router with Internet access via the 

Ethernet port. As we already enabled the DHCP option at the kernel, the board will 

automatically get an IP address. 

 

Figure 2.27: Debootstrap second stage install 

 

This process will take a long time and could come up with some warnings due to bad blocks on 

the NAND, in which case, a reinstall should performed. 

After the Debian FS is fully installed, we need to configure getty. This manages the Linux 

terminals (tty) that will allow us to login to the system by prompting for a username and 

running the login program.  

The network interface is also configured. 

 
$ cd .. 

$ sudo umount boot/ 

$ sudo umount arm/ 
 

 
$ mount /proc /proc -t proc 

$ export 

PATH=/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/bin  

 

$ /debootstrap/debootstrap --second-stage 
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Figure 2.28: Linux terminal and network configuration 

 

Another important detail is that our intention is to automatically run the receiver software 

which will control the receiver. In order to do this, we need to automate the login process and 

furthermore, we need to auto login as root, as the software will use some resources like the 

serial port that requires super user permissions. To do this, a bit more of “inittab” tweaking 

will be required:  

 

Figure 2.29: Login customization 

 

 

 Tslib 2.2.6

As introduced above, Tslib is an abstraction layer for touchscreen panel events, as well as a 

filter stack for the manipulation of those events. Tslib is generally used on embedded devices 

to provide a common user space interface to touchscreen functionality.  

These Libraries are used in this project to allow the user interaction to the board through the 

use of the touchscreen. The main goal is allowing a simple way of controlling the whole device 

without the need of any other peripherals and improving device user accessibility. 

 

  

 
$ echo ttySAC0 >>etc/securetty  

$ printf "T0:123:respawn:/sbin/getty 115200 ttySAC0\n"      

>>etc/inittab 

 

$ printf "auto eth0\niface eth0 inet dhcp\n" 

>>etc/network/interfaces 

 
 
$ printf "1:2345:respawn:/bin/login –f root tty1 </dev/tty1 

>/dev/tty1 2>&1" >>etc/inittab 
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2.2.6.1 Tslib Compilation 

The Tslib installation process is quite straightforward. It consists on downloading the sources 

and cross-compiling the libraries with the same toolchain we have been using on the previous 

chapters with U-boot, Embedian and kernel. Let’s proceed downloading the sources: 

 

Figure 2.30: Downloading tslib 

 

Once this is done, let’s enter the directory and start the compilation: 

 

Figure 2.31: Installing tslib 

 

The commands above will compile and generate the binaries and libraries in “/usr/local/tslib”. 

All those files have to be moved to the rootfs into the SD card with the same path. 

 

 QT Framework 2.2.7

Once the board basic setup is completed, it is time to start thinking about the receiver 

application which in fact is the end user software that will control the board and will carry on 

the whole process of retrieving the data and displaying it on the screen. As we will be using a 

touchscreen as the main interaction device that will allow the board to communicate to the 

user, the need of a graphic interface is evident. There are several options and tools to do so. In 

this project the QT framework has been chosen. 

Qt is an open source cross-platform application framework based in C++ which allows 

developing applications and user interfaces, and its deployment across many desktop and 

 
 
$ mkdir tslib ; cd tslib 

$ git clone http://github.com/kergoth/tslib.git 

 
 
$ ./autogen.sh 

$ ./configure --host=arm-none-linux-gnueabi --

prefix=/usr/local/tslib --enable-static --enable-shared 

$ make -j4 

$ make install 
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embedded operating systems. Also it incorporates several modules for general software 

development that eases the task of coding complex software for Linux. 

Assuming that the QT IDE has been downloaded and installed in the x86 Linux machine where 

the application development will be held, it’s time to download and install the cross-platform 

application framework. This is a package which includes all the libraries needed to cross-

compile the application and run it on Linux.  

 

2.2.7.1 Installing Qt libraries for Linux 

First we have to untar the package everywhere-opensource-src-4.7.tar.gz. Once this is done, 

the whole text inside the file located at “mkspecs/qws/linux-arm-g++/qmake.conf” has to be 

replaced by the following: 

 

Figure 2.32: Qmake configuration file 

 

In the file above we have just added the libraries needed and told the compiler to build the 

toolkit to be fully compatible with the ARM9 instruction set.  

The toolkit will be cross-compiled with the same toolchain used for Embedian Linux. 

# 

# qmake configuration for building with arm-linux-g++ 

# 

 

include(../../common/g++.conf) 

include(../../common/linux.conf) 

include(../../common/qws.conf) 

 

# modifications to g++.conf 

QMAKE_CC                = arm-none-linux-gnueabi-gcc -msoft-float -

D_GCC_FLOAT_NOT_NEEDED -march=armv4t -mtune=arm920t -O0 -lts 

QMAKE_CXX               = arm-none-linux-gnueabi-g++ -msoft-float -

D_GCC_FLOAT_NOT_NEEDED -march=armv4t -mtune=arm920t -O0 -lts 

QMAKE_LINK              = arm-none-linux-gnueabi-g++ -msoft-float -

D_GCC_FLOAT_NOT_NEEDED -march=armv4t -mtune=arm920t -O0 -lts 

QMAKE_LINK_SHLIB        = arm-none-linux-gnueabi-g++ -msoft-float -

D_GCC_FLOAT_NOT_NEEDED -march=armv4t -mtune=arm920t -O0 -lts 

 

# modifications to linux.conf 

QMAKE_AR                = arm-none-linux-gnueabi-ar cqs 

QMAKE_OBJCOPY           = arm-none-linux-gnueabi-objcopy 

QMAKE_STRIP             = arm-none-linux-gnueabi-strip 

QMAKE_RANLIB            = arm-none-linux-gnueabi-ranlib 

 

load(qt_config) 
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Now, we have to configure QT by specifying the required options depending on our needs: 

 

Figure 2.33: Configuring Qt 

 

In example, the –webkit and –qt-mouse-tslib. The first one gives web browsing capabilities that 

will be used to display the map and chords in this project. The tslib argument will allow Qt to 

interact with the tslib library which is in fact an abstraction layer for touchscreen panel events 

that will be used to control the touchscreen as will be presented below.  

After the configuration is done, we just have to type make hit Enter in order to start the 

compilation. 

Once the compilation is over, it’s time to put the libraries into the ARM board, in other words, 

in the SD card. To do this, we have to create the directory “/usr/local/qt” into the rootfs and 

copy here the compiled libraries from our machine “/usr/local/qt/lib/”. 

Before being able to execute Qt applications in the board, we should tweak the system a bit. 

To make our Linux system understand the QT libs, we have to add several global variables to 

the terminal shell were the app will be run prior it is executed. Thus, we have to add a script in 

the “/etc/profile.d/” SD filesystem directory. All the scripts in the “profile.d” directory are 

called during the boot up process. Its purpose is to provide most of the initialization of the 

system. 

 

  

 
 
$ ./configure -embedded arm -xplatform qws/linux-arm-g++ -prefix \ 

/usr/local/qt -little-endian -webkit -no-qt3support -no-cups -no-

largefile -optimized-qmake -no-openssl -nomake tools -qt-mouse-tslib 

-qt-kbd-linuxinput 
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The content of the script is shown below:   

 

Figure 2.34: Global vars for tslib defined in the init script 

  

 
 
#!/bin/bash  

export TSLIB_TSEVENTTYPE=INPUT 

export TSLIB_CONSOLEDEVICE=none 

export TSLIB_FBDEVICE=/dev/fb0 

export TSLIB_TSDEVICE=/dev/input/event0 

export TSLIB_CALIBFILE=/usr/local/tslib/etc/pointercal 

export POINTERCAL_FILE=/usr/local/tslib/etc/pointercal 

export TSLIB_CONFFILE=/usr/local/tslib/etc/ts.conf 

export TSLIB_PLUGINDIR=/usr/local/tslib/lib/ts 

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/tslib/lib 

export QTDIR=/usr/local/Qt 

export QWS_MOUSE_PROTO=Tslib:/dev/input/event0 

export QWS_DISPLAY=LinuxFB:mmWidth=800:mmHeight=480 

export HOME=/home/idrox 
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2.3 RFALS Software Application 

 

After all the board setup is done, the main application that will give the required functionality 

to the board has to be developed. 

This software has to be capable of retrieving the data sent from the Transceiver, decode, 

process it and display the target position over a map. In addition, the receiver has to be able to 

send the required commands that will control the transceiver device located on the tracked 

animal. I.e. waking up the transceiver hardware, request coordinates, request battery status, 

etc. 

The software has been developed mainly in C++ and C using the QT toolkit running over an x86 

platform on a Linux environment. 

 

 General Overview 2.3.1

The developed application can be split in two code units: Main application (or MainWindow 

class), and the transceiver class. The first one is the core of the software application and 

controls the GUI and all the related events; it manages and interacts with the Transceiver 

Class. The latter, is a class designed to interact with the XBee module connected to the board 

USB port. It contains all the functions needed to read and write the transceiver serial port and 

it has been designed to be reusable in other software applications. 

 

Figure 2.35: RFALS client application main screen 
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 Graphic User Interface (GUI) 2.3.2

 

The basic layout of the designed GUI shown above consists of two menus to easily allow the 

user to control the board and the remote transceiver, a central frame used to display the 

current target position over a map and a battery status gauge located at the GUI’s upper right 

corner.  

The menu entries are outlined below: 

RFALS Purpose 

Start Connection Starts communication between receiver and transceiver devices. 
Close Connection Closes communication between receiver and transceiver devices. 
Calibrate Touchscreen Runs script that calibrates board’s touchscreen. 
Shut Down Closes application and shuts down the board. 

Table 2.5: RFALS menu breakdown 

Send Command Purpose 

Get Position Starts communication between receiver and transceiver devices. 
Check Battery Closes communication between receiver and transceiver devices. 
Shutdown Power Sleeps the transceiver module and shuts down its peripherals. 

Table 2.6: Send Command menu breakdown 

The whole interface has been designed to be entirely operated using only the touchscreen 

without the need of other peripherals such as a keyboard, mouse, etc. 

 

 Transceiver Class 2.3.3

The transceiver class (Appendix A, transceiver.cpp) is the interface that allows communicating 

with the remote location transceiver device. It’s an abstraction object that can perform all the 

main operation such as: waking up the remote device, retrieve location, check battery status, 

etc. The UML graph of the class is displayed below:  

 

Figure 2.36: Transceiver Class UML diagram 
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The mentioned class has 4 attributes: 

Attribute Description 

Fd Contains de file descriptor for accessing the serial port. 
m_Port Stores the serial device name. I.e:  “/dev/ttyUSB0”. 
Oldopt Struct that contains the old port configuration (before opening the port). 
options Struct containing the serial port configuration. 

Table 2.7: Transceiver Class attributes 

The class has twelve member functions plus the Transceiver Class constructor. These functions 

contain the code and commands required to configure, read/write and to interact with the 

remote device. All the functions contained inside the class, have to interact to the hardware of 

the board. Specifically with the board USB port. As the XBee transceiver board attached to the 

USB port of the Mini2440 has a USB to serial UART interface chip (FT232BM), and the kernel 

installed into the receiver has a driver to support it, the code implementation in order to 

communicate with the XBee transceiver are performed as if it were a normal serial port. 

To interact with the Mini2440 board hardware, specifically with the serial port, the standard 

Linux System Calls are used by including the necessary libraries at the top of the transceiver 

class. 

 

 

Figure 2.37: Transceiver Class dependences 

 

 

Figure 2.38: Transceiver Class required system libraries for Linux serial port handling 

  

 

 
 
#include <fcntl.h>      /* File control definitions */ 

#include <unistd.h>     /* UNIX standard function definitions */ 

#include <termios.h>  /* POSIX terminal control definitions */ 
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2.3.3.1 Function configSerial() 

 

The config function configures the serial port before opening it. It first stores the initial 

configuration to the oldopt variable, and then sets several behavior parameters such as: 

baudrate, number of bits, parity, control lines, etc. The configSerial() function is shown below: 

 

Figure 2.39: configserial() function 

 

2.3.3.2 Function openPort() 

This function opens the serial port and allows reading and writing into it throughout the 

subsequent stages of the communication process. By providing the path name of the device 

(m_Port), the function returns the file descriptor (int type var) which will be used to refer to 

the port in all the I/O operations through the serial port. 

 

 
 
void Transceiver::configSerial() 

{ 

    tcgetattr(fd, &oldopt);                    //Save original conf 

 

    bzero(&options, sizeof(options)); 

    cfsetispeed(&options, B4800);               //Baudrate: 4800 bps 

    cfsetospeed(&options, B4800); 

    options.c_cflag |= (CLOCAL | CREAD); 

    options.c_cflag &= ~PARENB;   //8N1 

    options.c_cflag &= ~CSTOPB; 

    options.c_cflag &= ~CSIZE; 

    options.c_cflag |= CS8; 

    options.c_cflag &= ~CRTSCTS;               //No Control Lines 

 

    //In options 

    options.c_iflag &= ~(ICANON | ECHO | ECHOE | ISIG);//Raw Input 

    options.c_iflag &= ~(IXON | IXOFF | IXANY);//No Control Lines 

 

    //Out 

    options.c_oflag &= ~OPOST;    //Raw output 

 

    tcflush(fd, TCIFLUSH); 

    tcsetattr(fd, TCSANOW, &options);  //Save struct 

} 
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Figure 2.40: openPort() function 

 

2.3.3.3 Function closePort() 

This function performs the opposite action of the previous one. When called, it first closes the 

port and then restores the original serial port settings. 

 

Figure 2.41: closePort() function 

 

2.3.3.4 Function readData() 

The readData() function, is called by the Mainwindow class whenever a change is screened on 

the file descriptor activity. Then it reads the port buffer, converts the data to a string and 

returns it to the calling function. 

 

 
 
int Transceiver::openPort() 

{ 

    fd = open(m_Port, O_RDWR | O_NOCTTY | O_NDELAY); 

    return (fd); 

} 

 

 
 
void Transceiver::closePort() 

{ 

    close(fd); 

    tcsetattr(fd, TCSANOW, &oldopt); //Save struct 

} 
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Figure 2.42: readData() function 

 

2.3.3.5 Remote GPS Transceiver control Functions 

 

The remaining functions of the transceiver class are intended to drive the remote GPS 

transceiver. This said, all of them have the same structure and the same lines of code. The 

principle of operation is simple; they basically send the required command to the board’s serial 

port. A detailed explanation of the command architecture will be shown at the following 

chapter about the transceiver operation. 

 

The following table shows the remote GPS transceiver control specific functions:  

Function Name Purpose 

runOn() Start remote transceiver GPS location data packet transmission 
runOff() Stop remote transceiver GPS location data packet transmission 
enableOff() Disables the logic blocks inside the FPGA in order to save energy 
enableOn() Enables the logic blocks inside the FPGA in order to save energy 
awakeGps() Power up remote GPS module 
sleepGps() Power down remote GPS module 

Table 2.8: Specific remote device control class functions   

 

 
 
string Transceiver::readData() 

{ 

    char buffer[255]; 

    int bytes; 

    bytes = read(fd,buffer,sizeof(buffer)); //Read Data 

 

    string dades(buffer,bytes);   //Convert to string 

 

    return dades; 

 

} 
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Figure 2.43: Typical control function command 

 

 
 
void Transceiver::awakeGps() 

{ 

const char command[20] = { 0x7E, 0x00, 0x10, 0x17, 0x02, 

0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 

0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 

0x02, 0x44, 0x32, 0x04, 0x6A}; 

 

    write(fd, command, sizeof(command)); 

} 
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 MainWindow Class 2.3.4

Nearly all of the applications code is in the MainWindow class (Appendix A, mainwindow.cpp) 

implementation which inherits “QMainWindow” and other classes that provide the framework 

for windows, menus, buttons, etc. The UML graph below shows the relationship between 

MainWindow and the Transceiver class as well as their functions and attributes. 

 

Figure 2.44: MainWindow Class UML diagram 
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As shown above, the MainWindow class has five private attributes and several operations or 

functions which manage all the actions and events produced on the graphic interface 

generated by the user.  

 

Attribute Description 

Ui Object which provides the code for setting up and managing the user interface. 
Widget Object that allows managing the container for the gauge 
Gauge Object that allow managing and setting up the battery indicator 
Sn Pointer to the socket notifier which monitors the serial port file descriptor  

Table 2.9: MainWindow class attributes 

2.3.4.1 MainWindow class constructor 

Inside this function, the main parameters of the program are set up once the application is 

executed. At the very beginning of the function, the main window is maximized and the status 

bar updated. Next, the serial port is set up and opened, and the configSerial() function from 

the transceiver class is called. Once this is done, a new object “sn” is instantiated from the 

QSocketNotifier class. This is actually a pointer which will allow monitoring the file descriptor 

“filedesc” returned after opening the serial port.  

The QsocketNotifier class provides support for socket callbacks that makes possible writing 

asynchronous socket-based code. Thus, the socket can be monitored so the read and write 

operations to the serial port, can be performed without blocking the program which is a basic 

feature for an event-driven GUI application.  

Next, some operations related to the graphic interface population such as loading the 

background and setting up the gauge that will show the remote device battery status, are 

performed. 

 

Figure 2.45: GUI and device initialization 

 

 
MainWindow::MainWindow(QWidget *parent) : 

    QMainWindow(parent), 

    ui(new Ui::MainWindow) 

{ 

 

    ui->setupUi(this); 

    QMainWindow::showMaximized(); 

    ui->statusBar->showMessage("Status: Disconnected"); 

 

    //Device initialization 

    const char *addr = "/dev/ttyUSB0"; 

    com = new Transceiver(addr); 

    int filedesc = com->openPort();             //Open Port 

    com->configSerial();                        //Configure Port     
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Figure 2.46: Socket instantiation and GUI setup 

 

2.3.4.2 Function data_received()  

Whenever a change is screened on the serial port file descriptor, the QSocketNotifier class calls 

the data_received() function in order to process the input data coming from the transceiver.  

The first action implemented in the function is the socket monitoring deactivation, to avoid the 

function being called again during the input data processing task.  Following, the readData() 

object from the transceiver() class is called to gather the incoming data. Once the read 

procedure is over, the socket monitoring function is activated again to allow processing the 

following incoming packets. 

The data coming from the transceiver is encapsulated in packets. The data_received() function 

discriminates and processes the packets depending on what is contained in them. To do so, 

the function checks the 3th byte of each packet (the details of the packet architecture will be 

explained at chapter 3.2.5) and proceeds with the corresponding task. 

A flowchart of the mentioned function is shown below. 

 

 
 

    //Declare Socket Notifier (Monitors comm port) 

sn = new QSocketNotifier( filedesc, QSocketNotifier::Read, parent ); 

    sn->setEnabled(false); 

   connect(sn, SIGNAL(activated(int)), this, SLOT(data_received())); 

 

    //Load Background and show 

    ui->webview->load(QUrl("file:///home/idrox/logo.html")); 

    ui->webview->show(); 

 

    QWidget * widget = new QWidget(this); //contains the gauge 

 

    //Gauge setup 

    gauge = new QtSvgDialGauge(widget); 

    widget->setGeometry(690,15,250,250); 

    gauge->setSkin("Amperemeter"); 

    gauge->setNeedleOrigin(0.5, .83596590); 

    gauge->setMinimum(411); 

    gauge->setMaximum(470); 

    gauge->setStartAngle(42); 

    gauge->setEndAngle(-42); 

    gauge->setValue(0); 

    gauge->setMaximumSize(100, 100); 

    gauge->hide(); 

    widget->setMinimumHeight(100); 

    widget->setMinimumWidth(100); 

    widget->show(); 

} 
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Figure 2.47: data_received() function flowchart  
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If the packet contains GPS location data, it is parsed and structured in the proper way in order 

to construct a string like the following one: 

“http://m.osmtools.de/?lat=52.66983767&lon=8.57336139&zoom=14&mlat=52.

6695774352&mlon=-8.5719451897&icon=4&iframe=1” 

This URL will be loaded on the webview component which is in fact an embedded web 

navigator included in the QT toolkit. The latter, will load the “osmtools.de” website which 

allows inserting a marker on an embedded map powered by Open Street Maps 

(www.openstreetmap.org) by just passing the coordinates in degrees as a parameter on the 

URL. Thus, the coordinates received from the GPS transceiver have to be parsed, formatted 

and converted from hours, minutes and seconds to degrees.   By means of the last procedure, 

the map will be loaded on the screen with a marker pointing on the exact target location. 

 

 

Figure 2.48: RFALS client application screenshot 

  

http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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The snipped of code that performs this task, is presented below. 

 

Figure 2.49: GPS stream adaptation to the required OSM format 
  

 

 
 
switch (dades[3] & 0xff) { 

 

        case 0x81 : //GPS data packet 

  //Data parsing & concatenation 

            com->runOff(); 

            str_aux.assign(dades,27,2); 

            aux1 = atoi(str_aux.c_str()); 

            str_aux.assign(dades,29,2); 

            str_aux.append(dades,32,4); 

            aux2 = atoi(str_aux.c_str()); 

            aux2 = (aux2*10000)/60; 

 

      

            if (dades[37]=='N') 

            { 

                lat << "lat=" << aux1 << '.' << aux2; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                lat << "lat=-" << aux1 << '.' << aux2; 

            } 

 

            str_aux.assign(dades,39,3); 

            aux1 = atoi(str_aux.c_str()); 

 

            str_aux.assign(dades,42,2); 

            str_aux.append(dades,45,4); 

            aux2 = atoi(str_aux.c_str()); 

 

            aux2 = (aux2*10000)/60; 

 

if (dades[37]=='E') 

            { 

                lon << "lon=" << aux1 << '.' << aux2; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                lon << "lon=-" << aux1 << '.' << aux2; 

            } 

 

url_stream << "http://m.osmtools.de/?" << lat.str() << 

'&' << lon.str() << "&zoom=16&m" << lat.str() << "&m" <<  

lon .str() << "&icon=4&iframe=1"; 

            url= QString::fromStdString(url_stream.str()); 

            ui->webview->load(QUrl(url)); 

            break; 
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If the received packed contains a battery level sample, the first action committed is to stop the 

remote ADC from taking voltage measurements. Two bytes contain the ADC sample. The first 

byte received is the MSB so it will be left shifted eight positions and added to the LSB in order 

to obtain the unsigned decimal value. Then, the gauge is upgraded with the new data. 

 

 

Figure 2.50: Battery sample retrieval 

 

Whenever a command is sent to the remote GPS transceiver it returns an acknowledgment 

(command response) which allows the receiver to know if the transmission has been 

successful. This is the case when the command “start/close” connection is sent to the remote 

transceiver. So to assure the connection status, the command responses are processed by 

enabling all the buttons, gauge and refreshing the status bar if a start connection command 

has been successfully received by the remote transceiver, or on the other way around, if a 

close connection command is sent, the opposite actions are carried out.  

 

 
 
        case 0x83 :  //Battery voltage ADC sample 

 

            com->checkBatOff(); 

            if (dades[10]== 0x07)   //Battery ADC Sample 

            { 

                com->checkBatOff();  //Disable remote ADC 

                aux1 = dades[13];   //Store MSB 

                aux1 = aux1 << 8;   //shift MSB 

                aux3 = dades[14];   //Store LSB 

                aux1 += aux3;   //Add bytes 

                gauge->setValue(aux1);  //Upgrade gauge 

            } 

            break; 
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Figure 2.51: Connection status control 

 

2.3.4.3 on_actionShut_Down_triggered() 

This function is called when the “Shut Down” option from the RFALS menu is clicked. The 

purpose of this function is to shut down the board. It calls the following functions from the 

Transceiver class: runoff(), enableOff(), closePort() which will ensure that the remote GPS 

transceiver is in low power mode before stopping the board. Then, it quits the application and 

shut down the Linux system. 

 

2.3.4.4 on_actionCalibrate_Touchscreen_triggered() 

This function located at the RFALS menu, runs the touchscreen calibration script located on the 

“/home/idrox” directory. This script runs a small calibration tool provided in the Tslib library 

that will allow the manual calibration of the touchscreen.  

 

 

 
 
case 0x97 : //Command response from the remote GPS transceiver 

 

            //Enable command accepted --> Conncetion established  

if (dades[4] == 0x03)  

            { 

                ui->statusBar->showMessage("Status: Connected"); 

                gauge->show(); 

                ui->actionStart_connection->setEnabled(false); 

                ui->actionClose_connection->setEnabled(true); 

                ui->actionGet_Position->setEnabled(true); 

                ui->actionCheck_Battery->setEnabled(true); 

                ui->actionShtudown_Power->setEnabled(true); 

 

                com->checkBat(); 

            } 

 

  //Disable command response --> Disconnected 

            if (dades[4] == 0x04)             

{ 

                ui->statusBar->showMessage("Status: Disconnected"); 

                ui->actionClose_connection->setEnabled(false); 

            } 

            break; 
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2.3.4.5 on_actionStart_connection_triggered() 

When clicked, it enables socket monitoring on the serial port and then executes the 

enableOn() function in order to establish the connection with the remote device. 

2.3.4.6 on_actionClose_connection_triggered() 

It restores the initial GUI conditions by disabling the menu options, refreshing the toolbar and 

hiding the map by showing the logo on the background. It also disables the remote device to 

prevent it from running out of battery if it is not used. 

 

2.3.4.7 on_actionGet_Position_triggered() 

Calls the runOn() function from the transceiver class in order to retrieve the remote GPS 

transceiver device position. 

 

2.3.4.8 on_actionShtudown_Power_triggered() 

When executed, it calls the sleepGPS() function to power down the remote GPS module on the 

remote device. 

  

2.3.4.9 on_actionCheck_Battery_triggered() 

This function calls the checkBat() function from the transceiver class which starts the remote 

device to send the ADC battery voltage samples.  
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3 Transmitter Design 
 

This is the device that will allow monitoring the animal using the GPS system. This system relies 

both on the Global Positioning System (GPS) and XBEE 868 MHz technology.  The transmitter, 

when requested from the receiver device will pick up the GPS coordinates that provide the 

real-time location of the animal and immediately send them to the receiver by means of the 

XBee radio modem.  

The transceiver system is based on a GPS receiver module and the XBee radio modem 

connected to the core of the system, which is a custom digital system implemented on an 

FPGA that will perform all the communication tasks between both peripherals and manage the 

device’s power consumption. 
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Figure 3.1: Transmitter structure layout 
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3.1 GPS Module 
 

The GPS module is the device that will provide the location and time information to the FPGA 

core. The only requirement is an unobstructed line of sight to four or more GPS satellites.  

 

  Description 3.1.1

The chosen device is the GPS-320FW from RF Solutions. This is a low power embedded module 

intended for a broad range of OEM products.  

The receiver continuously tracks all satellites in view and provides accurate positioning data. It 

has 16 parallel channels and 4100 search bins that provide fast satellite signal acquisition and 

short startup time. The main reason why this module has been selected for this project is its 

low power consumption (<45mA) and its high tracking sensitivity of -155dBm which offers 

good navigation performance even in limited sky view. This is a very relevant point as the 

position of the tracked animal that will carry the transmitter device may not always be 

favorable.  

The GPS module has an on-board antenna, provides a LVTTL-level serial interface compatible 

with the FPGA I/O outputs and has programmable flash memory that enable users to modify 

the NMEA sentence configuration and re-flash the firmware in the modem. 

 

Figure 3.2: RF Solutions GPS-320FW, (www.rfsolutions.co.uk) 

 

 Pinout 3.1.2

Pin Number Signal Name Description 

1 Ground Power and signal ground 
2 Power 3.8 – 8.0V DC input 
3 Serial Data In 2 Asynchronous serial input RS-232 level (Unused) 
4 Serial Data Out 2 Asynchronous serial output RS-232 level (Unused) 
5 Serial Data In 1 Asynchronous serial input at LVTTL level 
6 Serial Data Out 2 Asynchronous serial output at LVTTL level 

Table 3.1: GPS module pinout 

http://www.rfsolutions.co.uk/
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 Characteristics 3.1.3

 

Technical specifications  

Receiver Type 16 parallel channel, L1 C/A code 
Accuracy Position: 5m CEP / Velocity: 0.1 m/sec 
Startup Time Hot start: <5 sec. / Warm start: <35 sec. / Cold Start: <60 sec.  
Signal Reacquisition 1 s. 
Sensitivity -140dBm Acquisition / -155dBm tracking 
Update Rate 1 Hz 
Dynamics 4G (39,2 m/sec˄2)  
Operational Limits Altitude < 18,000m or velocity < 515 m/s 
Serial Interface LVTTL 4800 bit/sec 8N1 
Protocol NMEA-0183 V3.01 
Datum W GS-84 
Interface Connector One 1.0mm pitch WTB S/R wafer 87213 SMT R/A type connector 
Input Voltage 3.8 – 8.0 V 
Current Consumption < 45 mA 
Dimension 34mm L x 34 mm W x 8.6mm H 
Weight 14g 
Operationg Temperature -40˚C 
Humidity 5% - 95% 

Table 3.2: GPS module specifications 

 

 NMEA Protocol 3.1.4

The serial interface protocol is based on the National Marine Electronics Association’s NMEA 

0183 ASCII interface specification. It is based on a stream of ASCII sentences that provides 

different position related data.  

Every sentence begins with a dollar character ($) and the sentence identification. The rest of 

the data follows the mentioned label separated by commas. After the last data parameter, the 

data checksum is followed by the carriage return (CR) and the Line feed code. In this project, 

the GPRMC (Recommended Minimum Specific GPS/TRANSIT data) sentence will be used as it 

provides all the data required for the transmitter purpose. 

An example of the stream used is shown below: 

 Format:  

$GPRMC,<1>,<2>,<3>,<4>,<5>,<6>,<7>,<8>,<9>,<10>,<11>,<12>*<13><CR><LF>  

 

 Example: 

$GPRMC,104549.04,A,2447.2038,N,12100.4990,E,016.0,221.0,250304,003.3,W,A*22<CR><L

F> 
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Field Example Description 

1 104549.04 UTC time in hhmmss.ss format, 000000.00 ~ 235959.99 

2 A Status, ‘V’ = navigation receiver warning, ‘A’ = valid position 

3 2447.2038 Latitude in dddmm.mmmm format. Leading zeros transmitted. 

4 N Latitude hemisphere indicator, ‘N’ = North, ‘S’ = South  

5 12100.4990 Longitude in dddmm.mmmm format. Leading zeros transmitted 
6 E Longitude hemisphere indicator, 'E' = East, 'W' = West 
7 016.0 Speed over ground, 000.0 ~ 999.9 knots 
8 221.0 Course over ground, 000.0 ~ 359.9 degrees 

9 250304 UTC date of position fix, ddmmyy format 

10 003.3 Magnetic variation, 000.0 ~ 180.0 degrees 

11 W Magnetic variation direction, ‘E’ = East, ‘W’ = West 

12 A Mode indicator 
‘N’ = Data invalid 
‘A’ = Autonomous 
‘D’ = Differential 
‘E’ = Estimated 

13 22 Checksum  
 

Table 3.3: GPRMC sentence fields 

 

The checksum field starts with an asterisk character and consists of two characters 

representing a hexadecimal number. The checksum is the exclusive OR of all characters 

between “$” and “*”.  
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3.2 XBee Module 

This module is basically a radio modem that operate within the ISM 2,4 GHz frequency band. 

The device is the link between the GPS transceiver device and the receiver device and will be in 

charge of transmitting the location data from the tracked target and to monitor and control 

the GPS transmitter device. 

 

 Description 3.2.1

The XBee RF modules are embedded solutions providing wireless end-point connectivity to 

devices. These modules use the IEEE 802.15.4 networking protocol for fast point-to-multipoint 

or peer-to-peer networking. They are designed for high-throughput requiring low latency and 

predictable communication timing.  

There are different XBee intended for a wide range of applications and all of them are fairly 

compatible. In this case, for this project, the model used is the low cost XBEE 802.15.4 

although their range is only 100m. This is only for prototyping purposes, as for a real 

application the XBee-PRO 868 might be used. It has an outdoor RF line-of-sight range up to 80 

Km. regarding to our application, the only difference between these two modules is the output 

power. The pin-out used in this project is exactly the same. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: XBee 802.15.4 module, (www.digi.com) 
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 Pinout 3.2.2

 

Pin Name Description 

1 VCC Power Supply 
2 DOUT UART Data Out 
3 DIN / CONFIG UART Data In 
4 DIO12 Digital I/O 12 
5 RESET Module Reset 
6 RSSI PWM / DIO10 RX Signal Strength Indicator / Digital IO 
7 DIO11 Digital I/O 11 
8 [reserved] Do not connect 
9 DTR/SLEEP_RQ/DIO8 Pin Sleep Control Line or Digital IO 8 

10 GND Ground 
11 DIO4 Digital I/O 4 
12 CTS / DIO7 Digital I/O 7 or CTS 
13 ON / SLEEP Digital I/O 9 or Status indicator 
14 VREF ADC Voltage Reference 
15 Associate / DIO5 Digital I/O 5 
16 RTS / DIO6 Digital I/O 6 or RTS 
17 AD3 / DIO6 Analog Input 3 or Digital I/O 3 
18 AD2 / DIO2 Analog Input 2 or Digital I/O 2 
19 AD1 / DIO1 Analog Input 1 or Digital I/O 1 
20 AD0 / DIO0 Analog Input 0 or Digital I/O 0 

Table 3.4: XBee module pinout 

 

 Characteristics 3.2.3

The XBee radio modem is based in a Freescale microcontroller with the required RF circuitry 

designed to operate within the ZigBee protocol.  

The reason because this device has been chosen for this project is its versatility. This module 

provides several features very attractive to the transceiver. It has 13 digital I/O, 4 ADC 

channels, sleep mode for power saving, data encryption, etc. And all these features are fully 

configurable through the device serial port. Also, the vendor provides a software application 

which allows configuring the device and upgrading the firmware depending on the user needs. 

XBee 802.15.4 Technical specifications 

Supply Voltage 2.1 – 3.6 V. 
Operating Current 40 mA @ 3.3V. (Transmit and Receive mode) 
Idle Current 15 mA 
Power-down current < 1 µA 
Operating Frequency ISM 2.4 GHz 
RF Data Rate 250,000 bps 
Dimensions 2.44 x 2,76 cm 
Operating Temperature -40 to 85 C˚ 

Table 3.5: XBee radio modem technical specifications  
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 Serial Communication 3.2.4

The XBee RF Modules interface to a host device through a logic-level asynchronous serial port. 

So an UART interface is needed in the host device in order to be able to connect directly to the 

pins of the RF module as shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Table 3.6: System data flow in an UART-environment; XBee 802.15.4 datasheet (www.digi.com) 

 

The serial flow control lines are optional. In this project the communication is totally 

asynchronous and no flow control is implemented. 

As shown in the picture above, the data enters the module UART through the Data In pin (3) as 

an asynchronous serial signal. The signal has to idle high when no data is being transmitted. 

Each data byte consists of a start bit (low), 8 data bits (least significant first) and a stop bit 

(high).  

In this project, all the serial transmissions are asynchronous and configured with the 8-N-1 

(bits – parity - # of stop bits) format, and the speed is set to 4800 baud/s. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Serial transmission data format; XBee 802.15.4 datasheet (www.digi.com) 

The XBee Modules, can operate in transparent or in API mode. When operating in transparent 

mode, the modules act as a serial line replacement. Thus, all UART data received to the DIN pin 

is queued up for RF transmission. When RF data is received, the data is sent out through the 

DOUT pin. The module configuration parameters can be set using the vendor provided 

software.  
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 API Operation 3.2.5

 

The API operation is an alternative to transparent operation. The frame-based API extends the 

level to which a host application can interact with the networking capabilities of the module. A 

general API overview is introduced below and then a breakdown of the specific API 

functionalities used in this project. 

These functionalities are: 

 Serial data transmission under API operation: Used for transmitting the GPS streams 

from the transmitter to the receiver device. 

 I/O Digital Control Lines: Used to remotely control the digital Outputs from the XBee 

located in the transceiver device. This allows remotely enabling or disabling some 

transmitter functionalities as for example: Turn On/Off power consumption on 

transceiver peripherals (GPS, FPGA, etc.), lowering down power consumption in the 

FPGA or enabling/disabling GPS location data transmit request. 

 ADC sampling: This allows the remote acquisition of remote voltage samples in order 

to monitor the battery status.   

 

3.2.5.1 Description 

 When in API mode, all data entering and leaving the module’s UART is contained in frames 

that define operations or events within the module. The API provides alternative means of 

configuring modules and routing data at the host application layer.  

The API operation facilitates many operations such as the examples cited below: 

 Transmitting data to multiple destinations 

 Identify the source address of each received packet 

 All data frames sent contains status packet data 

  Enables encryption 

 Remotely control of the module digital I/O lines 

 Remotely control of the module ADC 

 Remote access and configuration of the module 

 Remote command execution 

 

For this project, the API mode has been enabled in both modules (transceiver and receiver 

devices). The data frame structure is defined as follows: 
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Figure 3.5: API specific data format; XBee 802.15.4 datasheet (www.digi.com) 

Any data received prior the start delimiter is discarded. If the frame is not received correctly or 

if the checksum fails, the module will reply with a module status frame indicating the nature of 

the failure. 

The main goal of the checksum is to check for data integrity. To calculate the checksum, not 

including the frame delimiters and length, all the remaining bytes have to be added keeping 

only the lowest eight bits of the result and subtract from 0xFF. 

 

The frame data contains the specific commands sent or received from the module followed by 

the related data, as can be seen in the following figure: 

 

Figure 3.6: Data frame format; XBee 802.15.4 datasheet (www.digi.com) 

The cmdID frame (API identifier) indicates which API messages will be contained in the 

cmdData frame. The following API frames are supported: 

 

API Frames Names API ID 

At Command 0x08 
Transmit Request 0x01 
Explicit Addressing Command Frame 0x11 
Remote Command Request 0x17 
AT Command Response 0x88 
Modem Status 0x8A 
Transmit Status 0x8B 
Receive Packet 0x90 
Explicit Rx Indicator 0x91 
Node Identification Indicator 0x95 
Remote Command Response 0x97 

Table 3.7: API Frame identifier codes 
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3.2.5.2 Serial Data transmission using API 

Once the API has been enabled, the serial communications won’t be transparent anymore. 

Thus, the specific XBee API protocol has to be implemented to the data to be sent through 

both devices (transmitter and receiver). On the transmitter side, the GPS messages 

transmitted to the receiver have to be properly encapsulated with the correct format so the 

XBee module can recognize the received data as a valid packet.  

 

To transmit a valid GPS stream from the transmitter to the receiver, the following protocol has 

to be implemented on the transmitter side: 

 

Figure 3.7: Transmit request packet; XBee 802.15.4 datasheet (www.digi.com) 

The API identifier indicates that the packet is a transmission request, and the identifier specific 

data contains the serial stream plus a few more data control bytes. 

The frame ID allows the user to identify the packet response. The destination address permits 

to send a packet to a concrete receiver or to all of the radio modems within range. On the 

options field, the default value used in this project is the 0x00 which enables acknowledgment 

packet sending by default. The last field corresponds to the RF Data field which contains the 

data to be transmitted. In this case, the GPRMC sentence with all the GPS location data sent to 

the receiver. 

When the receiver device retrieves data from the transmitter, the data format looks like the 

following schema: 

 

Figure 3.8: RX packet data format; XBee 802.15.4 datasheet (www.digi.com) 
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The structure is very similar to the TX packet. The main difference is the API identifier which 

indicates that the received data is an RX packet (0x80). The first field provides the source 

address (transmitter device address). Following the previous one, a signal strength indicator 

byte is sent. The Options byte is by default 0, and the RF Data (GPS sentence in this project) 

follows the last one. 

 

3.2.5.3 Remote AT Commands (Digital I/O lines control) 

The API operation allows sending AT Commands remotely. This permits the activation of the 

remote device digital lines or controlling the remote radio modem ADC among other 

peripherals and functionalities of the radio modem. 

Regarding to controlling the digital lines, this will allow, by sending commands from the 

receiver device, to turn on the transmitter peripherals power, request a GPS data packet or 

lower the power consumption when the GPS streams are not required. 

To send an AT command, the data frame structure is like follows: 

 

 

Figure 3.9: TX AT command request data format; XBee 802.15.4 datasheet (www.digi.com) 

 

As noticed above, the API identifier is a hexadecimal eight. This indicates to the target module 

that we want to query or set the modem parameters. So, in this case, as an example, if we 

want to shut down the regulator that powers the GPS module and the FPGA, we have to set 

the DIO line to a zero logic state.  
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To do so from the receiver device, we have to send an AT command that would look like the 

shown above: 

0x7E 0x00 0x10

0x17 0x02 0x00 0x0000

Byte 1 Byte 2 - 3

Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 - 13 Byte 14 - 15

API Identifier Frame ID 64 bits Destination 

Address

16 bits Destination 

Address

0x02

Byte 16

Command Options

0x44 0x04

Byte 17 - 18 Byte 19

Command Name Command Data

0x32

0x6A

Byte 20

Checksum

Start Delimiter Length

Frame ID

 

Figure 3.10: Digital I/O command example 

The length field contains the number of bytes of the Frame ID.  The latter, is the specific data 

inside an API packet, and it has different structures depending on the API Identifier. In this case 

the API identifier value is: 0x17. This tells us that this packet is an AT remote command. We set 

the Frame ID byte to an arbitrary value (0x02). This value will be sent back with the ACK packet 

so we can ensure that the command has been successfully executed. 

In this project, the 64 bits address is not used as we won´t be using such amount of devices. 

The destination 16 bit address is set to 0 which is in fact the remote radio modem device 

address. 

The command options field is filled with a 0x02 which basically indicates the remote device to 

apply changes on the device. 
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The command name is a 0x44 (D in ASCII) and 0x32 (2) which allows to change the logic state 

of the Digital I/O #2 pin. The 0x04 command switches the state of the pin to a low logic state. 

As mentioned before, the checksum is calculated by adding all the bytes contained in the 

Frame ID, keeping only the lowest 8 bits and subtracting them from the hexadecimal value FF: 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Checksum calculation example 

 

3.2.5.4 Remote AT Commands (ADC Control) 

The XBee modules support Analog-to-digital conversion (ADC). To start sampling, first an IR 

command (Sample rate) set command have to be issued to the remote radio modem like the 

one shown below: 

0x7E 0x00 0x11

0x17 0x07 0x00 0x0000

Byte 1 Byte 2 - 3

Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 - 13 Byte 14 - 15

API Identifier Frame ID 64 bits Destination 

Address

16 bits Destination 

Address

0x02

Byte 16

Command Options

0x49 (I)

Byte 17 - 18 Byte 19 - 20

Command Name

0x52 (R)

0x59

Byte 21

Checksum

Start Delimiter Length

Frame ID

0x03E8

Sample Rate = 1s.

 

Figure 3.12: ADC sample rate command example 

0x17 + 0x02 + 0x00 + 0x00 + 0x02 + 0x44 + 0x32 + 0x04 = 0x95 

FF - 0x95 = 6A 
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After issuing this command, the remote radio modem, will start sampling on all the enabled 

ADC channels. In this project only data from the channel 3 is going to be sampled in order to 

check the battery status. 

 

If a module receives a remote command response RF data frame in response to a Remote AT 

Command Request, the module will send a Remote AT Command Response message out the 

UART. The following picture shows the command response frame structure: 

 

 

Figure 3.13: API Command Response structure; XBee 802.15.4 datasheet (www.digi.com) 

 

 Sleep Mode 3.2.6

 

Sleep Modes enable the RF module to enter states of low-power consumption when not in 

use. There are several ways to enter sleep mode, but in this project the cyclic sleep approach is 

used.  

When configured as cyclic sleep remote, the typical Power-down current is <50 µA, and the 

wake-up time is 2.6 msec. 

This mode allows the modules to periodically check for RF data. If there is no data to process, 

the module goes back to sleep. 

This capability is very important in this project especially for the remote device since it will be 

powered by batteries. Assuming that the RX / Idle current in the low power XBee could reach 

50 mA, it’s essential to keep the remote module in the sleep state the highest amount of time 

possible without lowering the communication performance. 
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3.3 FPGA Board 

The board used for prototyping is the Xilinx Spartan-3E Sample Pack. This board includes a 

100.000-gate Xilinx Spartan-3E XC3S100E FPGA in a 144-Thin Quad Flat Pack package with the 

following features: 

 2160 logic cell equivalents 

 Four 18K-bit block RAMs (72K bits) 

 Four 18x18 pipelined hardware multipliers 

 Two Digital Clock Managers (DCMs) 

The board also includes a 32 Mbit Intel StrataFlash, a 40-pin expansion connector ports to 

extend and enhance the Spartan-3E Sample Pack, 7 LEDs, a 50 MHz Crystal Oscillator clock 

source and the power regulators. 

This board has been chosen due to several reasons. The most important one is the cost which 

is around 50€. Besides, some characteristics of this board will certainly help on prototyping the 

device, such as the lookup-tables present on each logic cell that will ease the checksum 

calculation on the hardware pattern recognition algorithm as will be shown in the following 

chapters. Another reason is that the Spartan-3E devices incorporate 4 to 36 dedicated block 

RAMs, which are organized as dual-port configurable 18 Kbit blocks. This will be very useful in 

order to store the GPS Data streams before checking and processing them. 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Xilinx Spartan-3E Sample Pack, (www.xilinx.com) 
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 Characteristics 3.3.1

 

Architecture Details  

Low Cost Up to 25% of pins are input-only 
Logic  One 4-input lookup-table and one flip-flop per logic 

cell  
 Eight logic cells per CLB  
 Fast look-ahead carry chains  
 18x18=36 bit signed multipliers  
 Fast multiplexers up to 32:1 

Memory 18 kbit dual-port block RAMs (each port: 16k x 1 to 512 x 36) 
Clocks  Digital clock managers (DCM), 5 - 300 MHz  

 8 global clocks  
 8 local clocks on each side of the device 

I/O  Up to 622 Mbps per pin  
 DDR memory support up to 333 Mbps  
 Single-Ended DCI (Digitally Controlled Impedance)  
 Internal differential termination  
 Single-Ended: LVTTL, LVCMOS (1.2V-3.3V), PCI, HSTL 

(1.8V), SSTL (1.8V-2.5V)  
 Differential: LVDS, BLVDS (Bus-LVDS), RSDS, LVPECL, 

HSTL, SSTL 
Configuration Modes  Slave Serial  

 Master Serial  
 Slave Parallel  
 Master Parallel (Parallel NOR Flash)  
 SPI Serial Flash  
 JTAG  
 Load multiple bitstreams under FPGA control 

(Multiboot) 
Voltages  VCCINT = 1.2V  

 VCCAUX = 2.5V  
 VCCO = 1.2V - 3.3V 

Temperature / Speed Grades  C-Grade: 0°C to +85°C / speed grades -4/-5  
 I-Grade: -40°C to +100°C / speed grade -4 

 

Table 3.8: Spartan-3E Sample Pack board characteristics 
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Figure 3.15: Spartan-3E Sample Pack board peripherals and connectors; Xilinx Spartan-3E datasheet 
(www.xilinx.com) 
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3.4 Core Digital Design 
In order to manage the serial communications and deal and process with the data streams 

between the GPS module and the XBee radio modem, an intermediary device will be required. 

We need a control unit capable of managing the GPS data, checking for its integrity and 

encapsulating it before sending it through the XBee module. This unit could be carried out in 

several different ways like for instance using a common microcontroller. But in this project, 

another approach has been taken; designing a custom digital circuit implemented on an FPGA. 

By designing a digital system using an RTL language (VHDL language has been used in this 

project), it is easy and cheap to simulate, test and implement the final design on an FPGA, as 

long as we are talking about prototyping. However, using a Field Programmable Gate Array 

device has some disadvantages too, especially regarding to power consumption. On the other 

hand, if we think on a high volume manufacturing scenario, where the control unit could be an 

ASIC based on our custom digital design where just the required transistors are in the chip, a 

very significant improvement on power consumption could be achieved, and this is one of the 

major goals of this project. 

The designed digital circuit implemented in the FPGA has the following structure: 

ddd

UART 1

UART 2

RLS CORE

RAM

ROM
LOOKUP TABLE

FPGA
RLS CORE

GPS

XBEE

TX1/RX1

TX2/RX2

Control Lines: Run, Enable

 

Figure 3.16: RLS digital design structure diagram 

 

The following sections describe the different blocks contained in the introduced synchronous 

digital system. 
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 UART 3.4.1

The designed UART (Appendix B, uart.vhd) is in fact a customized version adapted in order to 

fit the characteristics of the implemented system. In the transmitter device, all the serial 

communications are asynchronous, no flow control, no parity bit and one stop bit (8N1). The 

serial speed is set to 4800 baud/sec. This is the default GPS serial port speed and it’s enough 

for the purpose of this project. 

As shown in the Core block diagram above, the custom digital circuit will contain two UARTs. 

Their internal design will be exactly the same. The only difference is that the first one will 

interface the GPS device and the other will interface the XBee module. 

 

3.4.1.1  Pin Description 

 

Figure 3.17: UART Pinout 

 

clk_in: Clock Input Signal Pin: Active at rising edge. This pin is internally connected to the 

general FPGA board clock which runs at 50 MHz.  

en: Enable Input Pin: This signal enables or disables all the internal UART clock counters 

allowing energy saving when the interface is not needed. Active high. 

rst: Reset Input Pin: Global uart reset. Active Low. 

tx: Transmit Output Pin: This is the serial output transmission line. 

tx_data_rdy: Transmit Data Ready Input Pin: When asserted, the UART will proceed to 

transmit the data from the tx_data input data bus. Active high. 

tx_data: Transmit Data Bus: This is a parallel 8 bit input bus. The data contained in this port is 

transferred to an internal register and transmitted through the tx serial line once the 

tx_data_rdy signal is asserted by the RLS Core. 
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tx_busy: Transmit Busy Output Pin: This signal when high indicates that a transmit process is in 

course. The RLS Core has to wait to send new data until the tx_busy signal goes low. 

rx: Receive Input Pin: This is the serial input transmission line. 

rx_data_rdy: Receive Data Ready Output Pin: The UART will drive this line to a high logic state 

when a new byte is received through the rx serial input and it is available at the rx_data output 

parallel data bus. 

rx_data: Received Data Bus: This is a parallel 8 bit output bus. The serial data received through 

the serial input pin rx is placed on this bus in parallel. Following, the rx_data_rdy line goes high 

to indicate to the RLS Core that a new data byte is available at the UART output. 

 

3.4.1.2 Operation 

The designed UART performs serial-to-parallel conversion of data received from a peripheral 

device such the GPS or the XBee module, and parallel-to-serial conversion of data received 

from the RLS Core. The RLS Core reads the UART status during the functional operation. The 

status information reported includes the type and condition of the transfer operations being 

performed by the UART. Thus, the Core can check whether there is new incoming data from 

the peripheral (GPS or XBee) or whether the UART is busy in order to transfer new data to the 

peripheral.  

 

3.4.1.3 Clk Generation 

Based on the premise that the global clock of the FPGA has a frequency of 50 MHz, we will 

need to generate the proper clock signal that will allow the UART to work at 4800 baud/sec.  

The serial data frame structure that is going to be used has 10 bits; a start bit, 8 data bits plus 

the stop bit.  

 

Figure 3.18: Serial data frame structure 

 

So we can deduce the bit time: 

          
 

 
 

 

    
           

Equation 3.1: Bit time 
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In order to determine the proper clock signal, we have to take into account the transmitting 

and receiving process. The transmit operation simply has to output a frame of data at a 

defined bit rate. Contrastingly, the receiver has to recognize the start of the frame to 

synchronize itself and therefore determine the best data-sampling point for the bit stream. So 

we are going to choose the UART clock signal based on the receiving process requirements.   

The goal for our receiver is to take the samples as far as possible from the bit-transition points. 

The primary reason for this is the finite (and typically slow) transmission rise and fall times. 

These times become even slower depending on the capacitive effect of the transmission lines 

used between the UART and the peripheral. Thus, the optimum point for sampling would be 

the mid-bit point. 

In order to have enough precision to determine the transition point and the mid-bit point, a 

common approach has been used in this project using a clock that is 16 times the data rate.  

 

 

Figure 3.19: UART receive frame synchronization and data sampling points 

 

The required x16 frequency will be: 

                                   

Equation 3.2: UART clock frequency calculation 

 

To generate the x16 clock, a binary counter will be implemented. The number of bits of the 

counter, assuming that the global FPGA board frequency is 50 MHz will be: 

 

       
      

        
              

Equation 3.3: Counter bit number 
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The period of the global clock is 20ns and the UARTs internal clock period is 13,021 µs. So the 

number of counts should be: 

       
                    

                 
 
         

     
     

Equation 3.4: Number global clock counts 

The VHDL code to implement the counter is displayed below: 

 

Figure 3.20: UART main clock generator 

As can be observed, this code block has only the global clock in the sensitivity list. The reason 

for that is because the whole design has to be synchronous in order to avoid unexpected 

behaviors that could arise throughout a long period of time use.    

The counter (uart_clk_q) will be incremented every time that an active edge is screened in the 

clk_in signal and the enable input is in the high logic state. 

Note that the counter will be reset when it exceed the value 649 instead of the previously 

calculated counts.  

 

Figure 3.21: UART clock simulation 

 
 
--UART CLK GENERATION(16x): 

uart_clk_gen:   process(clk_in) 

                  begin 

                    if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

                      if (rst='0' or uart_clk_q>649) then  

                        uart_clk_q <= (others => '0'); 

                        uart_clk <= '1'; 

                      elsif (en='1') then 

                        uart_clk_q <= uart_clk_q+1; 

                        uart_clk <= '0'; 

                      end if;     

                    end if; 

                end process; 
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The reason for this is that as can be seen at the simulation above, the counter starts from 0 

instead of 1 and the counter reset will be effective at the following clock cycle after the 

counter reaches 650 counts. 

The following simulation shows that the time between two uart_clk edges is 13,020 ns which 

mean just 1 ns far from our baseline calculations. 

 

Figure 3.22: UART clock simulation 

 

The accumulation of this advance in timing could cause a synchronisation issue between 

transmitter and receiver. The worst case scenario would be the mid-bit sampling point of the 

eighth data bit. The accumulated time error would be: 

        [(                    )  (                      )

 (                          )]   

                                  

Taking into account the obtained timing advance and that halve a bit equals 104.15 µs we 

obtain a relative error at the mid-bit sample point of: 

  
     

        
 

     
      

         
 

           

 

This error is entirely acceptable taking into account the speed in use.  
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3.4.1.4 Tx Operation 

For the transmit operation, another binary counter is implemented. This counter is 

incremented whenever the tx_counter_on_off is in the high logic state and a pulse in the 

uart_clk signal is detected.  

 

Figure 3.23: UART TX counter VHDL code 

 

The tx_counter_on_off acts like an enable signal turning on or off the UART transmit counter 

depending on the tx_data_rdy input pin.  

The process shown below (tx_rec) is in charge of moving the data from the tx_data input bus 

to an internal register (tx_register). Once this is done, the first bit of the register is shifted to 

the tx output pin. In order to transmit the rest of the data, the process will left-shift the 

register every 16 counts until the counter reaches 160 counts which is in fact, the end of the 

stop bit. 

 
 
  --UART TX COUNTER: 

  tx_counter_q:   process(clk_in) 

                    begin 

                      if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

                        if (rst='0') then 

                          tx_counter <= (others => '0'); 

                          tx_counter_on_off <='0'; 

                        elsif (tx_counter=160 and tx_rdy_sig='0') then 

                          tx_counter_on_off <='0'; 

                          tx_counter <= (others => '0'); 

                        elsif (tx_counter=160 and tx_rdy_sig='1') then 

                          tx_counter <= (others => '0'); 

                        elsif (en='1' and tx_data_rdy='1') then 

                          tx_counter_on_off <= '1'; 

 elsif (en='1' and tx_counter_on_off='1' and  

 uart_clk='1') then 

                         tx_counter <= tx_counter+1; 

                        end if; 

                      end if; 

                  end process; 
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Figure 3.24: UART mid-bit sampling point counter 

 

The simulation below shows the beginning of the transmit process. First, a byte of data is 

loaded in the tx_data input bus and shifted to the internal tx_register afterwards. Once an 

active edge is screened in the tx_data_rdy input pin, tx_rdy_sig is asserted and the tx_counter 

starts. Every 16 cycles, the tx_register is shifted and the result can be seen on the tx line. 

 

Figure 3.25: Data transmit simulation 

 

3.4.1.5 Rx Operation 

As explained before, the reception operation involves a self-synchronization process to the 

transmitter. In this case, the mentioned synchronization has two meanings, or in other words 

two synchronizations are going to be performed.  

On one side, we have to be aware that the synchronous digital system to implement will have 

to deal with an “outside world” signal that comes in from an external device. And as the UART 

is based on a digital synchronous design we have to make sure that the external signal is going 

to be perfectly synchronized with the internal clock in order to avoid sampling errors. But also, 

the receiver has to recognize the start of the frame and then synchronize itself to the 

transmitter UART timing.  

 
elsif (tx_counter=0 and tx_counter_on_off='1' and uart_clk='1') then 

tx <='0'; 

      tx_register <= tx_data;    --Move inp bus data to register 

 

elsif ((tx_counter=16 or tx_counter=32 or tx_counter=48  

or tx_counter=64 or tx_counter=80 or tx_counter=96 or tx_counter=112 

or tx_counter=128) and (uart_clk='1')) then 

tx <= tx_register(0); 

     tx_register(6 downto 0) <= tx_register(7 downto 1); --Shift reg 

 

elsif (tx_counter=144 and uart_clk='1') then --Stop Bit 

tx <='1'; 
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Both synchronizations are performed in the following process: 

 

Figure 3.26: RX input synchronization VHDL code 

 

To synchronize the external signal to the internal clock a common approach is used by 

implementing two concatenated D-Flip Flops. By doing this, we make sure that when the signal 

comes out from the second Flip Flop, is absolutely synchronized to the digital system. 

As explained before, we also have to implement a way of detecting the start bit of the 

incoming data bytes. This means implementing a falling edge detection circuit. This is 

performed by adding a couple of logic gates to the previous design as shown at the following 

picture: 

Q

Q
SET

CLR

D

Q

Q
SET

CLR

D
Input Signal

50 MHz Global Clk

Synchronised Signal

Falling Edge detection signal

 

Figure 3.27: Input synchronization logic schematic 

 

The synchronized signal is called rx_sync as can be seen in figure 3.26. 

Once we have a way of detecting the rx input pin falling edges, we can implement the Rx 

counter which will start whenever a fall edge is detected, and will stop either when the 

counter reaches a certain value that will indicate that the input bit stream has reached the end 

 
  --RX SYNC & FALLING EDGE DETECTION 

  rx_synchro:     process(clk_in) 

                    variable syncro : std_logic_vector(1 to 3); 

                    begin 

                      if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

                        if (rst='0') then 

                          syncro := (others => '0'); 

                          rx_sync <= '0'; 

                        else 

                          fall_edge <= syncro(3) and not syncro(2);   

                          rx_sync <= syncro(3); 

                          syncro := rx & syncro(1 to 2); 

                        end if; 

                      end if; 

                  end process; 
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(stop bit), or whenever the counter value is between 0 and 7 and the synchronized rx signal is 

asserted.  

This last condition is implemented in order to avoid the start of the counter due to a spurious 

falling edge. It basically ensures that the start bit is in fact a start bit by checking its low logic 

state until the mid-start bit point. 

 

 

Figure 3.28: Start bit check condition 

  

 
 
if (rst='0' or rx_counter=154 or (rx_counter>0 and rx_counter<7 and 

rx_sync='1')) then 

        

rx_counter <= (others => '0'); 

       rx_counter_on_off<='0'; 
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Another process called rx_rec shown below is responsible of sampling the input signal by 

shifting a 8-bit input register every mid-bit point. Once the whole input stream has been 

captured, the data is written to the rx_data output bus, and the rx_data_rdy signal flag is 

asserted so the RLS core can read the input data. 

 
Figure 3.29: RX process VHDL code 

The following picture shows a simulation of receiving one byte. The input data is a stream of 

alternating ones and zeroes.  

 

Figure 3.30: Receiving process simulation 

 
 
--RX PROCESS 

process(clk_in) 

                     

begin 

 if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

  if (rst='0') then 

   rx_register <= (others => '0'); 

   rx_data <= (others => '0'); 

   rx_data_rdy <= '0'; 

elsif ((rx_counter=7 or rx_counter=23 or rx_counter=39 

or rx_counter=55 or rx_counter=71 or rx_counter=87 

or rx_counter=103 or rx_counter=119 

   or rx_counter=135) and (uart_clk='1')) then 

    

rx_register(6 downto 0) <= rx_register(7 downto 1); 

   rx_register(7) <= rx_sync; 

 

  elsif (rx_counter=151 and rx_sync='1' and uart_clk='1') then 

    rx_data <= rx_register; 

  elsif (rx_counter=152 and rx_sync='1' and uart_clk='1') then 

   rx_data_rdy <='1'; 

  else 

   rx_data_rdy <='0'; 

  end if;   

 end if;                     

end process; 
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 RAM 3.4.2

In order to check and process the received streams from the GPS we will need some sort of 

memory storage to allocate the data. To sort out this requirement, we will take advantage of 

the Spartan 3E RAM memory blocks.  

 

3.4.2.1 Pin Description 

 

 

Figure 3.31: Ram block pinout 

 

addr_in: Address Input Bus: This is a parallel input bus. It selects the memory cells for write 

operations. 

addr_out: Address Input Bus: This is a parallel input bus. It selects the memory cells for read 

operations. 

data_in: Input Data Bus: This is an eight bit input bus. It is the source of data to be written into 

RAM. 

data_out: Output Data Bus: This presents the contents of memory cells referenced by the 

address bus at the active clock edge during a read operation. 

clk_in: Clock Input Signal Pin: It becomes active at rising edge. This pin is internally connected 

to the general FPGA board clock which runs at 50 MHz. 

clk_out: Clock Output Signal Pin: It is connected to the clk_in input pin. This pin is internally 

connected to the general FPGA board clock which runs at 50 MHz. 

we: Write Enable Input Pin: This controls when data is written to RAM. When we is asserted at 

the rising clock edge, the value on the data and parity input buses is written to memory 

location selected by the address bus. 
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3.4.2.2 Operation 

Each block RAM contains 16K bits of RAM which is allocated to data storage and, in some 

memory configurations, an additional 2K bits allocated to parity or additional “plus” data bits. 

Physically, the block RAM memory has two completely independent access ports, labeled Port 

A and Port B. The structure is fully symmetrical, and both ports are interchangeable and both 

ports support data read and write operations. Each memory port is synchronous and requires 

a clock edge and clock enable.  

Though physically a dual-port memory, block RAM simulates single-port memory in an 

application, as shown below, each block memory supports multiple configurations or aspect 

ratios. 

 

Figure 3.32: Dualport ram blocks; Xilinx Spartan-3E datasheet (www.xilinx.com) 

VHDL and Verilog synthesis-based designs can either infer or directly instantiate a block RAM, 

depending on the specific logic synthesis tool used to create the design. In this case, we used 

the Xilinx Synthesis Tool and a VHDL ram block template instantiation (Appendix B, 

sync_ram_dualport.vhd). 

Taking into account that a GPS RMC stream has around 80 ASCII characters, and that in the 

used FPGA we have a huge amount of available memory, a 8 bit address bus x 8 bit data bus 

memory block will be enough for this purpose. This amount of memory (256 bytes) is 

instantiated as follows: 

 

Figure 3.33: RAM block sizing instance 

 
 
entity sync_ram_dualport is 

   generic  ( 

    data_width  : natural := 8; --8 bits x 256 = 256 bytes 

    addr_width  : natural := 8 

        ); 
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 ROM Lookup Table 3.4.3

The RLS Core, as shown below, among other things, checks for the incoming GPS stream 

integrity. Considering that the RF module is the device that consumes more energy, this task is 

essential in order to avoid unnecessary battery draining due to the transmission of invalid 

sentences to the receiver. 

To do so, the RLS Core reads the stream, calculates the checksum and compares it to the 

checksum present at the end of the string. As introduced in the GPS Module chapter, the 

NMEA defined sentences are basically strings of ASCII characters. Thus, the checksum value 

read at the end of each sentence consists of two ASCII characters representing two 

hexadecimal numeric values (the checksum). The following stream exemplifies this fact.   

 

$GPRMC,104549.04,A,2447.2038,N,12100.4990,E,016.0,221.0,250304,003.3,W,A*22<CR>

<LF> 

In the previous RMC NMEA sentence, the checksum is located between the asterisk and the 

Carriage Return char and its hex value is: 0x22. However, what the RLS core reads, are two 

bytes of data: {0x32,0x32}. These two values are the hexadecimal ASCII code for the character 

that represents the number two. 

To be able to compare these two values we need to convert the characters to hexadecimal 

values representing the numeric value of the checksum. To perform this conversion, instead of 

doing it by using mathematical operations which are hardware-expensive in terms of FPGA 

resources, a ROM table is instantiated which allows the direct value conversion.  

This table is implemented into a function and nested into a package. Thus, the ROM is included 

in the main RLS Core as a library (Appendix B, checksum_lookup_package.vhd). 

 

Figure 3.34: Lookup table code snippet 

 
package body checksum_lookup_package is 

  function get_checksum_value (table_index: table_index_type) return 

table_value_type is 

    variable table_value: table_value_type; 

    begin 

      case table_index is 

        when x"30" => 

          table_value := x"0"; 

        when x"31" => 

          table_value := x"1"; 

        when x"32" => 

          table_value := x"2"; 

        when x"33" => 

          table_value := x"3"; 

        when x"34" =>  . 

         . 
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 RLS Core 3.4.4

The top entity of the digital design is the RLS Core (Appendix B, rfals_core.vhd) which 

integrates the previous described modules and performs all the control and data processing 

operations between the peripherals; XBee and GPS module.  

 

3.4.4.1 Pin Description 

 

 

Figure 3.35: RLS Core pinout 

 

clk: Clock Input Signal Pin: Active at rising edge. It is the global input clock connected to the 

FPGA. It is generated by a 50 MHz on-board crystal oscillator.  

enable: Enable Input Pin: This signal enables or disables all the internal processes and counters 

allowing saving energy when the interface is not required. Active high. 

reset:  Reset Input Pin: Global reset. Active Low. 

run: Run Input Pin: When this signal is asserted, the device starts searching for valid input GPS 

sentences and transmitting them to the XBee RF module. Active high.  

rs_tx1: tx: UART1 Transmit Output Pin: This is the serial output signal from the UART 1. This 

pin is connected to the GPS module rx input pin. It is used for configuration purposes. 

rs_rx1: UART1 Receive Input Pin: Serial input pin of the UART1. It is connected to the tx serial 

line of the GPS.  

rs_tx2: UART2 Transmit Output Pin: Connected to the XBee RF module rx pin. Used to transmit 

the GPS sentences to the receiver. 

rs_rx2: UART2 Receive Input Pin: Connected to the tx output of the XBee RF module.  
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3.4.4.2 Operation 

The main purpose of the RLS Core is to process the data streams coming from the GPS and 

send them to the RF module when requested from the receiver device. This process starts 

when the receiver device send an API command to the transmitter device, and powers on the 

on-board devices (FPGA and GPS module). Once this is performed, the RLS Core remains in an 

idle state until the run signal is asserted.  

 

Start Hardware 
Pattern Matching 

ST_MACHINE

IDLE STATE
Run = 0

Run = 1?

GPRM sentence?

Store Data to RAM

Checksum OK & 
Valid position?

API Data Calc

Send Data

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

 

Figure 3.36: RLS operation flow chart 

When this occurs, the Hardware Pattern Matching state machine starts checking for all the 

incoming data from the GPS module until it recognizes a valid GPRMC stream. Once it is 

detected, the whole sentence is stored into the ram memory. To prevent transmitting 

corrupted or invalid data to the transceiver, two verification procedures are performed. First, 

the checksum of the received stream is calculated and compared. If the checksum doesn’t 

match, the state machine returns to its idle state. Otherwise, the validation navigation 

indicator (18th) character in the sentence is checked. If this character equals an “A” character, 

means that there is no navigation warning and that the sentence contains valid coordinates. 

The next step once the data have been validated is to encapsulate it in the XBee API frame 
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format, and transmit it to the RF module. All this procedures are performed by different 

processes introduced below. 

3.4.4.3 RLS Main Control State Machine 

This is the main finite state machine that controls all the different stages performed by the 

Core. A diagram of the FSM can be seen below: 

 

idle wait_d Wait_g Wait_p

Wait_r Wait_m Wait_c St_ram

calc_checksum val_checksum val_position

send_data

api_data_calc

Run = 1
Rx_reg = ‘$’ Rx_reg = ‘G’

Rx_reg = ‘R’ Rx_reg = ‘M’

Rx_reg = ‘P’

Rx_reg = ‘C’

Rx_reg = <LF>

ram_data = 0x2A check_rec = 1 ram_data = 0x41

api_check_ok = 0x2A

 

Figure 3.37: RLS main finite state machine diagram 

 

The picture above shows a simplified version of the states of the FSM. Note that not all the 

conditions are shown.  

As introduced before, initially, the FSM remains in the idle state. Once the run signal is 

asserted, the FSM jumps to the next state waiting for a GPS sentence. It waits for a dollar 

character ($), which is always at the beginning of each NMEA sentence, to be read by the 

UART1 (Connected to the GPS serial line). Once the input character matches, the FSM will 

switch to the next state to match the next predefined character (in this case the character ‘G’), 

and then will jump to the next state and so on. If any of the compared characters don’t match, 

it will jump to the wait_d and start again. This process is going to be repeated throughout the 
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subsequent hardware matching states (green states) until it identifies a $GPRMC GPS 

sentence.  

In the following simulation, the whole process can be observed. The FSM (rx_st_machine) is 

switching to the next state every time that the value loaded in the register rx_reg1 matches 

with the expected character. Note that the whole process started after the assertion of the run 

signal. 

 

Figure 3.38: RLS Finite state machine simulation 

 

Once the pattern matches, the FSM jumps to the st_ram state and the subsequent data 

received is stored in the RAM block until it reaches the end of the RMC sentence (<LF> char is 

received).  

 

 
process(clk) 

  begin 

 if (clk'event and clk='1') then 

   if (rst_sync='0') then 

  ram_w <='0'; 

  addr_in <= (others => '0'); 

   elsif (en_sync <= '1') then 

  if (rx_st_machine=idle) then 

    addr_in <= (others => '0'); 

    ram_w <='0'; 

  elsif (rx_rdy1='1' and rx_st_machine = st_ram) then 

    ram_w <='1'; 

  elsif (ram_w='1' and rx_st_machine = st_ram) then 

    addr_in <= addr_in+1;  

    ram_w <='0'; 

  else 

    ram_w <='0'; 

  end if; 

   end if; 

 end if; 

end process; 
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Figure 3.39: Write RAM process VHDL code 

The process shown below, stores each available byte in the UART1 rx register whenever the 

FSM state equals the st_ram and the rx_rdy signal is asserted by the UART. 

Following the data storage, the state machine jumps to the checksum calculation state. During 

this stage, the whole stored sentence in RAM is parsed byte per byte until it reaches the 

asterisk character in order to calculate the sentence checksum. Once this is done, the FSM 

jumps to the checksum validation state where another state machine process, pulls the 

hexadecimal value corresponding to each checksum ASCII character present in the sentence 

from the ROM table, and then it is compared with the previously calculated checksum. If both 

values match, then the finite state machine jumps to the position validation state. However, if 

both values are not the same, it means that some error has occurred during the 

communication process, and therefore, the data is not valid and the FSM will jump to the idle 

state. 

During the val_position state, the hardware parses the RAM data and compares the validation 

character (located after the second coma character in the RMC sentence) with an ‘A’ char 

ensuring that the retrieved geo coordinates are valid.  If this condition is satisfied, the state 

machine switch to the next state (api_data_calc) and starts calculating the required to 

encapsulate the data into a proper API frame packet. 

This requires the calculation of two basic values: the length of the data stream to send, and the 

API format checksum of the packet to send. To do so, a small finite state machine with just 3 

states is implemented. 

 

Figure 3.40: API data calculation VHDL code snippet 

As can be seen in the code snippet above, the mentioned state machine adds all the bytes to 

be sent and then this value is subtracted from 0xFF in order to obtain the checksum which is 

kept in the api_checksum register. The data size is calculated based on the GPS sentence 

 
 
elsif (rx_st_machine = api_data_calc) then --API Data calculation 

  if (incr_addr2="00") then 

 addr_out <= (others => '0'); 

 incr_addr2 := "01"; 

  elsif (incr_addr2="01") then 

 addr_out <= addr_out+1; 

 api_checksum <= api_checksum + ram_data; 

 addr_out <= addr_out+1; 

 incr_addr2 := "10"; 

  elsif (incr_addr2="10" and ram_data=x"0A") then –-0x0A = <LF> char 

 total_data <= addr_out+11; 

 api_checksum <= x"FF" - api_checksum; 

 api_check_ok <= '1'; 

  else  

 incr_addr2 := "01"; 

end if; 
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length plus the number of required API frame data bytes already known and explained in the 

XBee API Operation chapter (3.2.5).  

Afterwards, the FSM jumps to the send_data state. In this state, a bigger finite state machine 

with 29 states is in charge of sending each byte of data with the proper API Frame format 

(Chapter 4.2.5.2) to the XBee RF module. Once the packet is sent, the state machine returns to 

the idle state. 

 

3.4.4.4 GPS Configuration Loopback 

The rx input register from the UART2 is internally connected to the UART1 output transmit 

register. The purpose of this is allowing to remote configuring the GPS module from the 

receiver device. The process that performs the loop between both UARTS is shown below. 

 

Figure 3.41: GPS configuration loopback VHDL code snippet 

  

 
 
begin 

if (clk'event and clk='1') then 

  if (rst_sync = '0') then 

 tx_reg1 <= (others => '0'); 

 tx_rdy1<='0'; 

  elsif (rx_rdy2='1' and busy1='0' and enable='1') then 

 tx_reg1<=rx_reg2; 

 tx_rdy1<='1'; 

  else 

 tx_rdy1<='0'; 

  end if;   

end if;   

end process; 
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3.5 Transmitter Board Design 

The designed board (Appendix C, Board Layout and Schematics) has approximately the same 

form factor as the FPGA module (50 mm x 89 mm) and it’s been thought to be positioned over 

it in order to minimize the enclosure depth and surface. The board contains the XBee module 

and the additional required peripheral circuitry (GPS and FPGA) such as the power regulators, 

reset circuit, ADC voltage reference and connectors.  

 

 Schematic  3.5.1

 

3.5.1.1 Voltage Regulators 

Due to the peripheral power requirements, the board includes two low dropout (190 mV typ.)  

voltage regulators of 3.3 (ADP3338) and 5 V (ADP667) output. The first one will power the 

XBee radio-modem and is capable of sourcing up to 1A. This is slightly above the modem 

current consumption requirements as it could reach 800 mA of current sinking while in 

transmitting mode. It is packaged in a SOT-223 format and soldered at the bottom side of the 

board. The ADP667 is intended to source the FPGA board and also the GPS module. It 

incorporates a shutdown pin which is connected to one of the digital I/O 2 of the XBee 

module. This allows to remotely power down all the peripherals from the receiver device, 

while they are not used. It can source up to 200 mA which is more than enough considering 

the required current sourcing for the peripherals (GPS: < 45 mA; FPGA < 80 mA). The device is 

provided in a DIP8 package and soldered at the top of the board.  

 

 

Figure 3.42: Voltage regulators schematic 
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3.5.1.2 XBee circuitry  

Poor power supply can lead to poor radio performance, especially if the supply voltage is not 

kept within tolerance or is excessively noisy. To help reduce noise, two capacitors (1uF and 

8.2pF) are placed between VCC and Ground. The voltage limits are maintained by the voltage 

regulator. A 0.1 uF capacitor is also placed in the A/D input pin to perform low-pass filtering to 

improve accuracy measurement as the device will sample DC voltage.  

A reset button has been placed on the board just for prototyping and debugging purposes.  

 

 

Figure 3.43: XBee circuitry schematic 

Two peripheral connectors are placed on the board. The pin connections are shown below in 

the following tables: 

J2 – FPGA Connector 
Connector pin# FPGA pin XBee pin 

1 Reset Reset 
2 Enable DIO 0 
3 rs_tx1 - 
4 rs_rx1 - 
5 rs_tx2 DIN 
6 rs_rx2 DOUT 
7 Run DIO1 

 

Table 3.9: GPS and FPGA wiring 

J1 - GPS Connector 
Connector pin# GPS pin FPGA pin 

1 Gnd Gnd 
2 Vcc Vcc 
3 n.c. Nc 
4 n.c. Nc 
5 Rx rs_tx1 
6 Tx rs_tx2 
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 PCB 3.5.2

The designed pcb is a double-sided printed circuit board where all the connectors are placed 

on the top side. This includes two 2 mm pitch SIL vertical 10-pin sockets for the XBee RF 

module, two (7-pin and 6-pin) 2.54 mm pitch headers in a single row and two 2-way terminal 

block connectors for the battery and FPGA powering. 

The board has been designed with a ground plane on each side in order to maintain constant 

impedance between lines and minimize EM propagation. The paths design also employs 

chamfered corners to avoid antenna behaviors.  

 

 

Figure 3.44: RFALS transmitter PCB design 
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4 Conclusions 
 

Both the transmitter and the receiver device have been successfully built and tested at the 

University of Limerick campus surroundings. The devices responded as expected, which 

allowed the receiver to retrieve the remote device geo-coordinates obtained from the GPS 

module and displaying them on a map using a friendly-user tactile device. However, further 

improvements should be performed in order to allow bringing the current project to a 

supposed manufacturing environment and therefore, to the market. 

One of the major improvements that should be fulfilled is related to power consumption on 

the transmitter side. As mentioned before, an FPGA has been employed for prototyping 

purposes, but this is not a practical solution regarding to power consumption and cost. If this 

device has to be manufactured, the current RTL design should be implemented in an ASIC. This 

would allow minimizing the power consumption and therefore it would substantially increase 

the battery life. Nevertheless, this could only be affordable in a hypothetically mass production 

scenario. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: RFALS transmitter device (designed board + FPGA board) 
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Although the receiver device was operational and responded quite fast to each command 

execution and GUI-related tactile events, occasionally, a lack of smoothness during the data 

retrieving process was screened. This issue was related to the internet connection quality, as 

the device is internet-dependent when downloading all the map related data.  

Initially it was intended to store all the required geospatial data in XML format available at the 

Open Street Maps servers in the device and to produce raster images or tiles to create a visual 

map by means of rendering libraries. This work implied far more effort and eventually couldn’t 

be achieved due to a lack of time. However this is univocally an improvement to be carried out 

in order to get rid of the internet-dependency and to increase smoothness on the receiver 

device. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: RFALS receiver device displaying the remote transmitter geographic position  
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fdisk session 

 

idrox@idrox-Laptop:~$ sudo fdisk /dev/sdb 

[sudo] password for idrox:  

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): o 

Building a new DOS disklabel with disk identifier 0x258ac8d4. 

Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them. 

After that, of course, the previous content won't be recoverable. 

 

Avís: el senyalador 0x0000 invàlid de la taula de particions 4 es 

corregirà amb w(escriu) 

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): p 

 

Disc /dev/sdb: 1967 MB, 1967128576 octets 

61 heads, 62 sectors/track, 1015 cylinders, total 3842048 sectors 

Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

Disk identifier: 0x258ac8d4 

 

Dispositiu Arrenc.   Inici         Final    Blocs    Id  Sistema 

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): n 

Partition type: 

   p   primary (0 primary, 0 extended, 4 free) 

   e   extended 

Select (default p): p 

Nombre de partició (1-4, valor per defecte 1): 1 

Primera sector (2048-3842047, valor per defecte 2048):  

S'està utilitzant el valor per defecte 2048 

Last sector, +sectors or +size{K,M,G} (2048-3842047, valor per defecte 

3842047): +50MB 

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): n 

Partition type: 

   p   primary (1 primary, 0 extended, 3 free) 

   e   extended 

Select (default p): p 

Nombre de partició (1-4, valor per defecte 2): 2 

Primera sector (99704-3842047, valor per defecte 99704):  

S'està utilitzant el valor per defecte 99704 

Last sector, +sectors or +size{K,M,G} (99704-3842047, valor per 

defecte 3842047): +512MB 

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): n 

Partition type: 

   p   primary (2 primary, 0 extended, 2 free) 

   e   extended 

Select (default p): p 

Nombre de partició (1-4, valor per defecte 3): 3 

Primera sector (1099704-3842047, valor per defecte 1099704):  

S'està utilitzant el valor per defecte 1099704 

Last sector, +sectors or +size{K,M,G} (1099704-3842047, valor per 

defecte 3842047):  

S'està utilitzant el valor per defecte 3842047 

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): p 

 

Disc /dev/sdb: 1967 MB, 1967128576 octets 
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61 heads, 62 sectors/track, 1015 cylinders, total 3842048 sectors 

Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

Disk identifier: 0x258ac8d4 

 

Dispositiu Arrenc.   Inici         Final    Blocs    Id  Sistema 

/dev/sdb1            2048       99703       48828   83  Linux 

/dev/sdb2           99704     1099703      500000   83  Linux 

/dev/sdb3         1099704     3842047     1371172   83  Linux 

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): t 

Nombre de partició (1-4): 1 

Codi hex. (escriviu L per veure la llista de codis): L 

 

 0  Buida           24  NEC DOS         81  Minix / antic L bf  

Solaris         

 1  FAT12           27  Hidden NTFS Win 82  Intercanvi Linu c1  

DRDOS/sec (FAT- 

 2  XENIX arrel     39  Plan 9          83  Linux           c4  

DRDOS/sec (FAT- 

 3  XENIX usr       3c  Recuperació Par 84  Unitat C: ocult c6  

DRDOS/sec (FAT- 

 4  FAT16 <32M      40  Venix 80286     85  Linux estesa    c7  Syrinx          

 5  Estesa          41  PPC arrencada P 86  Joc de volums N da  Dades 

sense S.F 

 6  FAT16           42  SFS             87  Joc de volums N db  CP/M / 

CTOS / . 

 7  HPFS/NTFS/exFAT 4d  QNX4.x          88  Linux text      de  

Utilitat Dell   

 8  AIX             4e  QNX4.x segona p 8e  Linux LVM       df  BootIt          

 9  AIX arrencable  4f  QNX4.x tercera  93  Amoeba          e1  Accés 

DOS       

 a  Gestor d'arrenc 50  OnTrack DM      94  Amoeba BBT      e3  DOS 

R/O         

 b  W95 FAT32       51  OnTrack DM6 Aux 9f  BSD/OS          e4  

SpeedStor       

 c  W95 FAT32 (LBA) 52  CP/M            a0  Hivernació d'IB eb  Sis. 

Fitx. BeOS 

 e  W95 FAT16 (LBA) 53  OnTrack DM6 Aux a5  FreeBSD         ee  GPT             

 f  W95 Estesa (LBA 54  OnTrackDM6      a6  OpenBSD         ef  EFI 

(FAT-12/16/ 

10  OPUS            55  EZ-Drive        a7  NeXTSTEP        f0  

Arrencada Linux 

11  FAT12 oculta    56  Golden Bow      a8  UFS de Darwin   f1  

SpeedStor       

12  Diagnòstics Com 5c  Priam Edisk     a9  NetBSD          f4  

SpeedStor       

14  FAT16 <32M ocul 61  SpeedStor       ab  Arrencada de Da f2  

Secundària DOS  

16  FAT16 oculta    63  GNU HURD o SysV af  HFS / HFS+      fb  VMware 

VMFS     

17  HPFS/NTFS ocult 64  Novell Netware  b7  S.f. BSDI       fc  VMware 

VMKCORE  

18  SmartSleep d'AS 65  Novell Netware  b8  Intercanvi de B fd  

Autodetecció RA 

1b  W95 FAT32 ocult 70  DiskSecure Mult bb  Boot Wizard ocu fe  

LANstep         

1c  W95 FAT32 (LBA) 75  PC/IX           be  Arrencada Solar ff  BBT             

1e  W95 FAT16 (LBA) 80  Minix antic     

Codi hex. (escriviu L per veure la llista de codis): b 
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S'ha canviat el tipus del sistema de la partició 1 per b (W95 FAT32) 

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): t 

Nombre de partició (1-4): 2 

Codi hex. (escriviu L per veure la llista de codis): 82 

S'ha canviat el tipus del sistema de la partició 2 per 82 (Intercanvi 

Linux / Solaris) 

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): t 

Nombre de partició (1-4): 3 

Codi hex. (escriviu L per veure la llista de codis): 83 

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): p 

 

Disc /dev/sdb: 1967 MB, 1967128576 octets 

61 heads, 62 sectors/track, 1015 cylinders, total 3842048 sectors 

Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 

Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 

Disk identifier: 0x258ac8d4 

 

Dispositiu Arrenc.   Inici         Final    Blocs    Id  Sistema 

/dev/sdb1            2048       99703       48828    b  W95 FAT32 

/dev/sdb2           99704     1099703      500000   82  Intercanvi 

Linux / Solaris 

/dev/sdb3         1099704     3842047     1371172   83  Linux 

 

Ordre (m per a obtenir ajuda): w 

S'ha modificat la taula de particions. 

 

S'està cridant ioctl() per rellegir la taula de particions. 

 

Avís: Si heu creat o modificat alguna partició 

DOS 6.x, mireu la pàgina del manual de fdisk 

per a informació addicional. 

S'estan sincronitzant els discs. 
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main.cpp 

 

#include <QtGui/QApplication> 

#include "mainwindow.h" 

#include <QWSServer> 

 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 

    QApplication a(argc, argv); 

    QWSServer::setCursorVisible(false); 

    //QApplication::setOverrideCursor(QCursor(Qt::BlankCursor)); 

    MainWindow w; 

    w.setWindowFlags(Qt::CustomizeWindowHint); 

    //w.setWindowFlags(Qt::Window | Qt::WindowCloseButtonHint); 

    w.show(); 

    return a.exec(); 

} 
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mainwindow.cpp 

 
#include "mainwindow.h" 

#include "ui_mainwindow.h" 

 

 

//Gauge 

#include <QtGui/QPainter> 

#include <QtSvg/QSvgRenderer> 

#include "qtsvgdialgauge.h" 

#include "qtsvgpixmapcache.h" 

#include <QLabel> 

#include <QString> 

 

#include "transceiver.h" 

 

#include "qsocketnotifier.h" 

#include <iostream> 

#include <QThread> 

#include <cstdio> 

#include <cstdlib> 

 

#include <QProcess> 

#include <QStringList> 

#include <sstream> 

 

 

MainWindow::MainWindow(QWidget *parent) : 

    QMainWindow(parent), 

    ui(new Ui::MainWindow) 

{ 

 

    ui->setupUi(this); 

    QMainWindow::showMaximized(); 

    ui->statusBar->showMessage("Status: Disconnected"); 

    //Device initialization 

    //const char *addr = "/dev/s3c2410_serial0"; 

    //const char *addr = "/dev/ttyUSB1"; 

    const char *addr = "/dev/ttyUSB0"; 

    com = new Transceiver(addr); 

    int filedesc = com->openPort();             //Open Port 

    com->configSerial();                        //Configure Port 

 

    //Declare Socket Notifier (Monitors comm port) 

    sn = new QSocketNotifier( filedesc, QSocketNotifier::Read, parent ); 

    sn->setEnabled(false); 

    connect(sn, SIGNAL(activated(int)), this, SLOT(data_received())); 

 

    //ui->webview->load(QUrl("http://m.osmtools.de/?lat=52.66983767&lon=-

8.57336139&zoom=14&mlat=52.6695774352&mlon=-8.5719451897&icon=4&iframe=1")); 

    ui->webview->load(QUrl("file:///home/idrox/logo.html")); 

    ui->webview->show(); 

 

    QWidget * widget = new QWidget(this); 

 

//    ui->pushButton->hide(); 

//    ui->pushButton_3->hide(); 

//    ui->pushButton_4->hide(); 

//    ui->pushButton_5->hide(); 

//    ui->pushButton_6->hide(); 

//    ui->dial->hide(); 

 

    gauge = new QtSvgDialGauge(widget); 

    widget->setGeometry(690,15,250,250); 

    gauge->setSkin("Amperemeter"); 

    gauge->setNeedleOrigin(0.5, .83596590); 

    gauge->setMinimum(411); 

    gauge->setMaximum(470); 

    gauge->setStartAngle(42); 

    gauge->setEndAngle(-42); 

    gauge->setValue(0); 

    gauge->setMaximumSize(100, 100); 

    gauge->hide(); 

    //widget->setMaximumHeight(200); 

    widget->setMinimumHeight(100); 

    //widget->setMaximumWidth(250); 
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    widget->setMinimumWidth(100); 

    widget->show(); 

} 

 

 

MainWindow::~MainWindow() 

{ 

    delete ui; 

} 

 

void MainWindow::changeEvent(QEvent *e) 

{ 

    QMainWindow::changeEvent(e); 

    switch (e->type()) { 

    case QEvent::LanguageChange: 

        ui->retranslateUi(this); 

        break; 

    default: 

        break; 

    } 

} 

 

 

void MainWindow::data_received() 

{ 

    string str_aux, dades; 

    unsigned int aux1, aux2; 

    unsigned char aux3; 

    stringstream url_stream, lat, lon; 

    QString url; 

 

    sn->setEnabled(false); 

    usleep(1800000); //wait for full stream 

    dades = com->readData(); 

    //cout << dades << endl; 

    switch (dades[3] & 0xff) { 

 

        case 0x81 : 

 

            com->runOff(); 

            str_aux.assign(dades,27,2); 

            aux1 = atoi(str_aux.c_str()); 

 

            str_aux.assign(dades,29,2); 

            str_aux.append(dades,32,4); 

            aux2 = atoi(str_aux.c_str()); 

 

            aux2 = (aux2*10000)/60; 

            //cout << aux1 << "  " << aux2 << endl; 

 

            if (dades[37]=='N') 

            { 

                lat << "lat=" << aux1 << '.' << aux2; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                lat << "lat=-" << aux1 << '.' << aux2; 

            } 

 

            str_aux.assign(dades,39,3); 

            aux1 = atoi(str_aux.c_str()); 

 

            str_aux.assign(dades,42,2); 

            str_aux.append(dades,45,4); 

            aux2 = atoi(str_aux.c_str()); 

 

            aux2 = (aux2*10000)/60; 

 

            if (dades[37]=='E') 

            { 

                lon << "lon=" << aux1 << '.' << aux2; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                lon << "lon=-" << aux1 << '.' << aux2; 

            } 
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            url_stream << "http://m.osmtools.de/?" << lat.str() << '&' << lon.str() << 

"&zoom=16&m" << lat.str() << "&m" << lon .str() << "&icon=4&iframe=1"; 

            //cout << url_stream.str() << endl; 

            url= QString::fromStdString(url_stream.str()); 

            ui->webview->load(QUrl(url)); 

            break; 

 

 

        case 0x83 : 

 

            com->checkBatOff(); 

            if (dades[10]== 0x07) //Battery ADC Sample 

            { 

                com->checkBatOff(); 

                aux1 = dades[13]; 

                aux1 = aux1 << 8; 

                aux3 = dades[14]; 

                aux1 += aux3; 

                gauge->setValue(aux1); 

            } 

            break; 

 

 

        case 0x97 : 

 

            if (dades[4] == 0x03) //Enable command accepted --> Connection established 

            { 

                ui->statusBar->showMessage("Status: Connected"); 

                gauge->show(); 

                ui->actionStart_connection->setEnabled(false); 

                ui->actionClose_connection->setEnabled(true); 

                ui->actionGet_Position->setEnabled(true); 

                ui->actionCheck_Battery->setEnabled(true); 

                ui->actionShtudown_Power->setEnabled(true); 

 

                com->checkBat(); 

            } 

 

 

            if (dades[4] == 0x04) //Disable command response --> Disconnected 

            { 

                ui->statusBar->showMessage("Status: Disconnected"); 

                ui->actionClose_connection->setEnabled(false); 

            } 

            break; 

 

 

 

    } 

 

    sn->setEnabled(true); 

 

} 

 

void MainWindow::on_actionShut_Down_triggered() 

{ 

    com->runOff(); 

    com->enableOff(); 

    com->closePort(); 

    QProcess shutdown; 

    QStringList arguments; 

 

    qApp->quit(); 

    arguments << "-h" << "now"; 

    shutdown.execute("clear"); 

    shutdown.execute("shutdown",arguments); 

 

} 

 

void MainWindow::on_actionCalibrate_Touchscreen_triggered() 

{ 

    QProcess calibrate; 

    qApp->quit(); 

    calibrate.execute("/home/idrox/touchcal.sh"); 

 

} 
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void MainWindow::on_actionStart_connection_triggered() 

{ 

    sn->setEnabled(true); 

    ui->statusBar->showMessage("Status: Connecting..."); 

    com->enableOn(); 

} 

 

void MainWindow::on_actionClose_connection_triggered() 

{ 

    ui->webview->load(QUrl("file:///home/idrox/logo.html")); 

    com->enableOff(); 

    gauge->hide(); 

    ui->actionStart_connection->setEnabled(true); 

    ui->actionGet_Position->setEnabled(false); 

    ui->actionCheck_Battery->setEnabled(false); 

    ui->actionShtudown_Power->setEnabled(false); 

    ui->statusBar->showMessage("Status: Disconnecting..."); 

} 

 

void MainWindow::on_actionGet_Position_triggered() 

{ 

    com->runOn(); 

} 

 

void MainWindow::on_actionShtudown_Power_triggered() 

{ 

    com->sleepGps(); 

} 

 

void MainWindow::on_actionCheck_Battery_triggered() 

{ 

    com->checkBat(); 

} 
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transceiver.cpp 
 

#include "transceiver.h" 

#include <iostream> 

#include <iomanip> 

#include <fcntl.h>      /* File control definitions */ 

#include <unistd.h>     /* UNIX standard function definitions */ 

#include <termios.h>    /* POSIX terminal control definitions */ 

 

#include <cstring> 

 

#include <cstdio> 

 

 

 

Transceiver::Transceiver(const char *port) : 

    fd(0) 

{ 

    m_Port = port; 

} 

 

void Transceiver::awakeGps() 

{ 

    const char command[20] = {0x7E, 0x00, 0x10, 0x17, 0x02, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 

                              0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02, 

                              0x44, 0x32, 0x04, 0x6A}; 

 

    write(fd, command, sizeof(command)); 

} 

 

void Transceiver::sleepGps() 

{ 

    const char command[20] = {0x7E, 0x00, 0x10, 0x17, 0x01, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 

                              0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02, 

                              0x44, 0x32, 0x05, 0x6A}; 

 

    write(fd, command, sizeof(command)); 

} 

 

void Transceiver::enableOn() 

{ 

    const char command[20] = {0x7E, 0x00, 0x10, 0x17, 0x03, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 

                              0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02, 

                              0x44, 0x31, 0x05, 0x69}; 

 

    write(fd, command, sizeof(command)); 

} 

 

void Transceiver::enableOff() 

{ 

    const char command[20] = {0x7E, 0x00, 0x10, 0x17, 0x04, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 

                              0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02, 

                              0x44, 0x31, 0x04, 0x69}; 

 

    write(fd, command, sizeof(command)); 

} 

 

void Transceiver::runOn() 

{ 

    const char command[20] = {0x7E, 0x00, 0x10, 0x17, 0x05, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 

                              0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02, 

                              0x44, 0x30, 0x05, 0x68}; 

 

    write(fd, command, sizeof(command)); 

} 

 

void Transceiver::runOff() 

{ 

    const char command[20] = {0x7E, 0x00, 0x10, 0x17, 0x06, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 

                              0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02, 

                              0x44, 0x30, 0x04, 0x68}; 

 

    write(fd, command, sizeof(command)); 

} 

 

void Transceiver::checkBat() 
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{ 

    const char command[21] = {0x7E, 0x00, 0x11, 0x17, 0x07, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 

                              0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02, 

                              0x49, 0x52, 0x03, 0xE8, 0x59}; 

 

    write(fd, command, sizeof(command)); 

} 

 

void Transceiver::checkBatOff() 

{ 

    const char command[21] = {0x7E, 0x00, 0x11, 0x17, 0x08, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 

                              0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02, 

                              0x49, 0x52, 0x00, 0x00, 0x43}; 

 

    write(fd, command, sizeof(command)); 

} 

 

int Transceiver::openPort() 

{ 

    fd = open(m_Port, O_RDWR | O_NOCTTY | O_NDELAY); 

    return (fd); 

} 

 

string Transceiver::readData() 

{ 

    char buffer[255]; 

    int bytes; 

     

    bytes = read(fd,buffer,sizeof(buffer)); 

    string dades(buffer,bytes); 

    return dades; 

 

} 

 

void Transceiver::closePort() 

{ 

    close(fd); 

    tcsetattr(fd, TCSANOW, &oldopt);       //Save struct 

} 

 

void Transceiver::configSerial() 

{ 

    tcgetattr(fd, &oldopt);                                         //Save original conf 

 

    bzero(&options, sizeof(options)); 

    cfsetispeed(&options, B4800);                                   //Baudrate: 4800 bps 

    cfsetospeed(&options, B4800); 

    options.c_cflag |= (CLOCAL | CREAD); 

    options.c_cflag &= ~PARENB;       //8N1 

    options.c_cflag &= ~CSTOPB; 

    options.c_cflag &= ~CSIZE; 

    options.c_cflag |= CS8; 

    options.c_cflag &= ~CRTSCTS;                                    //No Control Lines 

 

    //In options 

    options.c_iflag &= ~(ICANON | ECHO | ECHOE | ISIG);    //Raw Input 

    options.c_iflag &= ~(IXON | IXOFF | IXANY);       //No Control Lines 

 

    //Out 

    options.c_oflag &= ~OPOST;         //Raw output 

 

    tcflush(fd, TCIFLUSH); 

    tcsetattr(fd, TCSANOW, &options);      //Save struct 

} 
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Appendix B 

VHDL code files  
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uart.vhd 
 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------- UART V2 -------------------------------- 

---------------------- Jordi Cortina Guardia ------------------------- 

------------------------ [ 05 / 03 /2012 ] --------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

library ieee; 

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 

use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 

use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 

   

entity uart is 

    port ( 

          clk_in        : in  std_logic; 

          rst           : in  std_logic; 

          en            : in  std_logic; 

          tx_data_rdy   : in  std_logic; 

          rx            : in  std_logic; 

          tx_data       : in  std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); 

          rx_data       : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); 

          tx_busy       : out std_logic; 

          tx            : out std_logic; 

          rx_data_rdy   : out std_logic 

          ); 

end uart; 

 

architecture behavior of uart is 

 

 

-- SIGNAL DEFINITION: 

 

--UART Clock: 

signal uart_clk_q           : std_logic_vector(9 downto 0); 

signal uart_clk             : std_logic; 

 

--UART TX SIGNALS: 

signal tx_counter           : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

signal tx_register          : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

signal tx_counter_on_off    : std_logic; 

signal tx_rdy_sig           : std_logic; 

 

--UART RX SIGNALS: 

signal rx_counter           : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

signal rx_register          : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

signal rx_counter_on_off    : std_logic := '0'; 

 

 

--RX SYNC & EDGE DETECT 

signal fall_edge            : std_logic; 

signal rx_sync              : std_logic; 

 

 

 

begin 

  --UART CLK GENERATION(16x): 

  uart_clk_gen:   process(clk_in) 

                    begin 

                      if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

                        if (rst='0' or uart_clk_q>649) then  

                          uart_clk_q <= (others => '0'); 

                          uart_clk <= '1'; 

                        elsif (en='1') then 

                          uart_clk_q <= uart_clk_q+1; 

                          uart_clk <= '0'; 

                        end if;     

                      end if; 

                  end process; 

                   

                   

  --RX SYNC & FALLING EDGE DETECTION 

  rx_synchro:     process(clk_in) 

                    variable syncro : std_logic_vector(1 to 3); 
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                    begin 

                      if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

                        if (rst='0') then 

                          syncro := (others => '0'); 

                          rx_sync <= '0'; 

                        else 

                          fall_edge <= syncro(3) and not syncro(2);   

                          rx_sync <= syncro(3); 

                          syncro := rx & syncro(1 to 2); 

                        end if; 

                      end if; 

                  end process; 

                   

                   

  --UART RX CLK COUNTER: 

  rx_pulse_gen:   process(clk_in) 

                    begin 

                      if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

                        if (rst='0' or rx_counter=154 or (rx_counter>0 and rx_counter<7 

and rx_sync='1')) then 

                          rx_counter <= (others => '0'); 

                          rx_counter_on_off<='0'; 

                        elsif (fall_edge='1' and en='1') then  

                          rx_counter_on_off<='1'; 

                        elsif (en='1' and rx_counter_on_off='1' and uart_clk='1') then 

                          rx_counter <= rx_counter+1; 

                        end if; 

                      end if; 

                  end process;                 

                         

 

  --RX PROCESS 

  rx_rec:         process(clk_in) 

                    begin 

                      if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

                        if (rst='0') then 

                          rx_register <= (others => '0'); 

                          rx_data <= (others => '0'); 

                          rx_data_rdy <= '0'; 

                        elsif ((rx_counter=7 or rx_counter=23 or rx_counter=39 or 

rx_counter=55 

                        or rx_counter=71 or rx_counter=87 or rx_counter=103 or 

rx_counter=119 

                        or rx_counter=135) and (uart_clk='1')) then 

                          rx_register(6 downto 0) <= rx_register(7 downto 1); 

                          rx_register(7) <= rx_sync; 

                        elsif (rx_counter=151 and rx_sync='1' and uart_clk='1') then 

                          rx_data <= rx_register; 

                        elsif (rx_counter=152 and rx_sync='1' and uart_clk='1') then 

                          rx_data_rdy <='1'; 

                        else 

                          rx_data_rdy <='0'; 

                        end if;   

                      end if;                     

                  end process; 

                   

                   

  --UART TX READY SIGNAL                 

  tx_ready_sig:   process(clk_in) 

                    begin 

                      if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

                        if(rst='0' or (tx_counter=151 and uart_clk='1')) then 

                          tx_rdy_sig <= '0'; 

                        elsif (en='1' and tx_data_rdy='1') then 

                          tx_rdy_sig <= '1'; 

                      end if; 

                    end if; 

                  end process; 

                  tx_busy <= tx_rdy_sig; 

                   

  --UART TX COUNTER: 

  tx_counter_q:   process(clk_in) 

                    begin 

                      if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

                        if (rst='0') then 

                          tx_counter <= (others => '0'); 

                          tx_counter_on_off <='0'; 
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                        elsif (tx_counter=160 and tx_rdy_sig='0') then 

                          tx_counter_on_off <='0'; 

                          tx_counter <= (others => '0'); 

                        elsif (tx_counter=160 and tx_rdy_sig='1') then 

                          tx_counter <= (others => '0'); 

                        elsif (en='1' and tx_data_rdy='1') then 

                          tx_counter_on_off <= '1'; 

                        elsif (en='1' and tx_counter_on_off='1' and uart_clk='1') then 

                          tx_counter <= tx_counter+1; 

                        end if; 

                      end if; 

                  end process; 

                   

                   

  --TX PROCESS 

  tx_rec:         process(clk_in) 

                    begin 

                      if (clk_in'event and clk_in='1') then 

                        if (rst='0') then 

                          tx <='1'; 

                          --tx_busy <='0'; 

                        elsif (tx_counter=0 and tx_counter_on_off='1' and uart_clk='1') 

then 

                          tx <='0'; 

                          --tx_busy <='1'; 

                          tx_register <= tx_data; 

                        elsif ((tx_counter=16 or tx_counter=32 or tx_counter=48 or 

tx_counter=64 

                        or tx_counter=80 or tx_counter=96 or tx_counter=112 or 

tx_counter=128) and (uart_clk='1')) then 

                          tx <= tx_register(0); 

                          tx_register(6 downto 0) <= tx_register(7 downto 1); 

                        elsif (tx_counter=144 and uart_clk='1') then 

                          tx <='1'; 

                        elsif (tx_counter=152 and uart_clk='1') then 

                          --tx_busy <='0'; 

                        end if;   

                      end if;                     

                  end process;  

                   

                   

 

              

 

end behavior;   
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sync_ram_dualport.vhd 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------- BLOCK RAM -------------------------------- 

---------------------- Jordi Cortina Guardia ------------------------- 

------------------------ [ 14 / 02 /2012 ] --------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; 

use IEEE.std_logic_unsigned.all; 

 

entity sync_ram_dualport is 

    generic  ( 

            data_width  : natural := 8; --8 bits x 256 = 2 KBytes 

            addr_width  : natural := 8 

            ); 

                         

        port ( 

            clk_in      : in std_logic; 

            clk_out     : in std_logic; 

            we          : in std_logic; 

            addr_in     : in std_logic_vector(addr_width - 1 downto 0) ; 

            addr_out    : in std_logic_vector(addr_width - 1 downto 0) ; 

            data_in     : in std_logic_vector(data_width - 1 downto 0) ; 

            data_out    : out std_logic_vector(data_width - 1 downto 0) 

              ); 

end sync_ram_dualport; 

 

 

architecture rtl of sync_ram_dualport is 

 

type mem_type is array (2**addr_width downto 0) of 

std_logic_vector(data_width - 1 downto 0) ; 

signal mem : mem_type:=(others=>(others =>'0')); 

 

begin 

write   : process (clk_in) 

          begin 

            if (clk_in'event and clk_in = '1') then 

              if (we = '1') then 

              mem(conv_integer(addr_in)) <= data_in ; 

              end if ; 

            end if ; 

end process write ; 

 

read    : process (clk_out) 

            begin 

              if (clk_out'event and clk_out = '1') then 

                data_out <= mem(conv_integer(addr_out)) ; 

              end if ; 

end process read ; 

 

end rtl ;  
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checksum_lookup_package.vhd 
 

library ieee; 

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 

 

package checksum_lookup_package is 

 

  subtype table_value_type is std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 

  subtype table_index_type is std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

 

  function get_checksum_value (table_index: table_index_type) return table_value_type; 

 

end; 

 

package body checksum_lookup_package is 

 

  function get_checksum_value (table_index: table_index_type) return table_value_type is 

    variable table_value: table_value_type; 

    begin 

      case table_index is 

        when x"30" => 

          table_value := x"0"; 

        when x"31" => 

          table_value := x"1"; 

        when x"32" => 

          table_value := x"2"; 

        when x"33" => 

          table_value := x"3"; 

        when x"34" => 

          table_value := x"4"; 

        when x"35" => 

          table_value := x"5"; 

        when x"36" => 

          table_value := x"6"; 

        when x"37" => 

          table_value := x"7"; 

        when x"38" => 

          table_value := x"8"; 

        when x"39" => 

          table_value := x"9"; 

        when x"41" => 

          table_value := x"A"; 

        when x"42" => 

          table_value := x"B"; 

        when x"43" => 

          table_value := x"C"; 

        when x"44" => 

          table_value := x"D"; 

        when x"45" => 

          table_value := x"E"; 

        when x"46" => 

          table_value := x"F"; 

        when others => 

          table_value := x"0"; 

      end case; 

    return table_value; 

  end get_checksum_value; 

end package body checksum_lookup_package; 
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rfals_core.vhd 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------- CONTROL UNIT V2 ---------------------------- 

---------------------- Jordi Cortina Guardia ------------------------- 

------------------------ [ 07 / 03 /2012 ] --------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

library ieee; 

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 

use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 

use work.checksum_lookup_package.all; 

 

 

entity rls is 

    port ( 

          clk           : in  std_logic; 

          reset         : in  std_logic; 

          enable        : in  std_logic; 

          rs_tx1        : out std_logic; 

          rs_tx2        : out std_logic; 

          rs_rx1        : in  std_logic; 

          rs_rx2        : in  std_logic; 

          run           : in  std_logic 

          ); 

end rls; 

 

 

architecture behavior of rls is 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--COMPONENT DECLARATION 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

component uart is 

    port ( 

          clk_in        : in  std_logic; 

          rst           : in  std_logic; 

          en            : in  std_logic; 

          tx_data_rdy   : in  std_logic; 

          rx            : in  std_logic; 

          tx_data       : in  std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); 

          rx_data       : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0); 

          tx_busy       : out std_logic; 

          tx            : out std_logic; 

          rx_data_rdy   : out std_logic 

          ); 

end component; 

 

 

component sync_ram_dualport is 

    port( 

      clk_in    : in std_logic; 

      clk_out   : in std_logic; 

      we        : in std_logic; 

      addr_in   : in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

      addr_out  : in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

      data_in   : in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

      data_out  : out std_logic_vector(7 downto 0) 

        ); 

end component; 

           

 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

--SIGNAL DEFINITION 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

--GENERAL 

signal rst_sync     : std_logic; 

signal en_sync      : std_logic; 

 

--UART 

signal tx_reg1      : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

signal rx_reg1      : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

signal busy1        : std_logic; 

signal rx_rdy1      : std_logic; 
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signal tx_rdy1      : std_logic; 

 

signal tx_reg2      : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0):="00000000"; 

signal rx_reg2      : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

signal busy2        : std_logic; 

signal rx_rdy2      : std_logic; 

signal tx_rdy2      : std_logic:='0'; 

 

--CONTROL 

constant g_checksum : std_logic_vector(7  downto 0) := x"4B";   --GPRMC checksum (XOR) 

constant api_check  : std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) := x"019F"; --API INIT CHAR + DEST 

ADDR + GPRMC CHECKSUM (ADD) 

 

 

signal rdy_to_send  : std_logic_vector(5 downto 0); 

 

signal run_sync     : std_logic;        --start pattern matching st machine 

signal check_pos    : std_logic := '0'; --validation character found 

signal check_rec    : std_logic := '0'; --checksum received 

signal rec_check    : std_logic_vector(7  downto 0); --stores received checksum 

signal checksum     : std_logic_vector(7  downto 0) := (others =>'0'); -- Store checksum 

signal api_checksum : std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) := (others =>'0'); -- Store checksum 

signal api_check_ok : std_logic; 

signal total_data   : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0)  := (others =>'0'); -- Total data to 

transmit 

signal data_sent    : std_logic; 

 

--RAM 

signal ram_w        : std_logic; --RAM write enable 

signal addr_in      : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0) := (others => '0'); 

signal addr_out     : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0) := (others => '0'); 

signal ram_data     : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

 

--FSM 

type st_machine is 

(idle,wait_d,wait_g,wait_p,wait_r,wait_m,wait_c,st_ram,calc_checksum,val_checksum,val_po

sition,api_data_calc,send_data); 

signal rx_st_machine  : st_machine := idle; 

 

 

 

begin 

   

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--COMPONENT MAPPING 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   

  UART_GPS  : uart              port 

map(clk,rst_sync,en_sync,tx_rdy1,rs_rx1,tx_reg1,rx_reg1,busy1,rs_tx1,rx_rdy1); 

  UART_ZB   : uart              port 

map(clk,rst_sync,en_sync,tx_rdy2,rs_rx2,tx_reg2,rx_reg2,busy2,rs_tx2,rx_rdy2); 

  RAM       : sync_ram_dualport port 

map(clk,clk,ram_w,addr_in,addr_out,rx_reg1,ram_data); --

|clk_in|clk_out|addr_in|addr_out|data_in|data_out| 

   

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--CODE 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   

  --RESET SYNC 

  nivell_rst_sync:  process(clk) 

                      variable syncro : std_logic_vector(1 to 3); 

                      begin 

                        if (clk'event and clk='1') then 

                          rst_sync <= syncro(3); 

                          syncro := reset & syncro(1 to 2); 

                        end if; 

                    end process; 

                     

  --RUN SYNC 

  nivell_run_sync:  process(clk) 

                      variable syncro : std_logic_vector(1 to 3); 

                      begin 

                        if (clk'event and clk='1') then 

                          run_sync <= syncro(3); 

                          syncro := run & syncro(1 to 2); 
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                        end if; 

                    end process;   

                     

  --ENABLE SYNC 

  nivell_en_sync:   process(clk) 

                      variable syncro : std_logic_vector(1 to 3); 

                      begin 

                        if (clk'event and clk='1') then 

                          en_sync <= syncro(3); 

                          syncro := enable & syncro(1 to 2); 

                        end if; 

                    end process;              

                     

                     

                     

  --GPRMC HARDWARE PATTERN MATCHING ST_MACHINE 

  rx_data_process:  process(clk) 

                      begin 

                        if (clk'event and clk='1') then 

                          if (rst_sync='0') then 

                            rx_st_machine <= idle; 

                          elsif (en_sync='1') then 

                            case rx_st_machine is 

                              when idle => 

                                      if (run_sync='1') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_d; 

                                      else 

                                        rx_st_machine <= idle; 

                                      end if; 

                              when wait_d => 

                                      if (rx_reg1 = x"24" and rx_rdy1='1') then --$ 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_g; 

                                      elsif (rx_rdy1='1') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_d; 

                                      end if; 

                              when wait_g => 

                                      if (rx_reg1 = x"47" and rx_rdy1='1') then --G 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_p; 

                                      elsif (rx_rdy1='1') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_d; 

                                      end if; 

                              when wait_p => 

                                      if (rx_reg1 = x"50" and rx_rdy1='1') then --P 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_r; 

                                      elsif (rx_rdy1='1') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_d; 

                                      end if; 

                              when wait_r => 

                                      if (rx_reg1 = x"52" and rx_rdy1='1') then --R 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_m; 

                                      elsif (rx_rdy1='1') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_d; 

                                      end if; 

                              when wait_m => 

                                      if (rx_reg1 = x"4D" and rx_rdy1='1') then --M 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_c; 

                                      elsif (rx_rdy1='1') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_d; 

                                      end if; 

                              when wait_c => 

                                      if (rx_reg1 = x"43" and rx_rdy1='1') then --C 

                                        rx_st_machine <= st_ram; 

                                      elsif (rx_rdy1='1') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= wait_d; 

                                      end if; 

                              when st_ram => 

                                      if (rx_reg1 = x"0A" and rx_rdy1='1')then --LF Char 

                                        rx_st_machine <= calc_checksum; 

                                      elsif (rx_rdy1='1') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= st_ram; 

                                      end if; 

                              when calc_checksum => 

                                      if (ram_data = x"2A") then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= val_checksum; 

                                      else 

                                        rx_st_machine <= calc_checksum; 

                                      end if; 
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                              when val_checksum => 

                                      if (check_rec='1' and checksum=rec_check) then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= val_position; 

                                      elsif (check_rec='1') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= idle; 

                                      end if; 

                              when val_position => 

                                      if (check_pos='1' and ram_data=x"41") then       -

-Check for valid position 

                                        rx_st_machine <= api_data_calc; 

                                      elsif (check_pos='0') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= val_position; 

                                      else 

                                        rx_st_machine <= idle; 

                                      end if; 

                              when api_data_calc =>   

                                      if (api_check_ok = '1') then 

                                        rx_st_machine <= send_data; 

                                      else 

                                        rx_st_machine <= api_data_calc; 

                                      end if;      

                              when send_data => 

                                       if (data_sent='1') then 

                                         rx_st_machine <= idle; 

                                       else 

                                         rx_st_machine <= send_data; 

                                       end if; 

                              when others => 

                                       rx_st_machine <= idle; 

                            end case; 

                          end if; 

                        end if; 

                      end process;  

                       

                       

                       

  --WRITE DATA TO RAM 

  ram_write:        process(clk) 

                      begin 

                        if (clk'event and clk='1') then 

                          if (rst_sync='0') then 

                            ram_w <='0'; 

                            addr_in <= (others => '0'); 

                          elsif (en_sync <= '1') then 

                            if (rx_st_machine=idle) then 

                              addr_in <= (others => '0'); 

                              ram_w <='0'; 

                            elsif (rx_rdy1='1' and rx_st_machine = st_ram) then 

                              ram_w <='1'; 

                            elsif (ram_w='1' and rx_st_machine = st_ram) then 

                              addr_in <= addr_in+1;  

                              ram_w <='0'; 

                            else 

                              ram_w <='0'; 

                            end if; 

                          end if; 

                        end if; 

                    end process; 

                     

   

  --CHECK RAM DATA (CHECKSUM + VALID GPS POSITION) 

  ram_chek:        process(clk) 

                      variable i            : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0) := (others 

=>'0'); 

                      variable table_value  : table_value_type; 

                      --variable rdy_to_send  : std_logic_vector(2 downto 0); 

                      variable incr_addr    : std_logic:='0'; 

                      variable incr_addr2   : std_logic_vector(1 downto 0) := 

(others=>'0'); 

                      variable addr_zero    : std_logic:='0'; 

                      variable frst_char    : std_logic_vector(1 downto 0); 

                      begin 

                        if (clk'event and clk='1') then 

                          if (rst_sync='0') then                   

                            addr_out <= (others => '0'); 

                            i := (others =>'0'); 

                            rec_check   <= (others =>'0'); 
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                            check_pos   <= '0'; 

                            api_check_ok <= '0'; 

                            check_rec   <= '0'; 

                            data_sent   <= '0'; 

                            rdy_to_send <=(others =>'0');  

                            incr_addr   := '0'; 

                            incr_addr2  := (others=>'0'); 

                            addr_zero   := '0'; 

                            frst_char   := (others =>'0'); 

                          elsif (en_sync <='1') then 

                            if (rx_st_machine = idle) then –vars to idle 

                              addr_out <= (others => '0'); 

                              checksum <= g_checksum; 

                              api_checksum <= api_check; 

                              api_check_ok <= '0'; 

                              i := (others =>'0'); 

                              rec_check <= (others =>'0'); 

                              check_pos <= '0'; 

                              check_rec <= '0'; 

                              data_sent <= '0'; 

                              rdy_to_send<=(others =>'0');  

                              incr_addr := '0'; 

                              incr_addr2  := (others=>'0'); 

                              addr_zero := '0'; 

                              frst_char := (others =>'0'); 

                            elsif (rx_st_machine = calc_checksum) then --calc checksums 

                              if (incr_addr='0') then 

                                addr_out <= addr_out+1; 

                                incr_addr := '1'; 

                              elsif (incr_addr='1' and ram_data /= x"2A") then--2A = "*" 

                                checksum <= checksum xor ram_data; 

                                addr_out <= addr_out+1; 

                              end if; 

                            elsif (rx_st_machine = val_checksum) then 

                              if (frst_char="00") then 

                                rec_check(7 downto 4) <= get_checksum_value(ram_data); 

                                addr_out <= addr_out+1; 

                                frst_char:="01"; 

                              elsif (frst_char="01") then 

                                frst_char:="10"; 

                              elsif (frst_char="10") then 

                                rec_check(3 downto 0) <= get_checksum_value(ram_data); 

                                frst_char:="11"; 

                              elsif (frst_char="11") then   

                                check_rec<='1'; 

                              end if; 

                            elsif (rx_st_machine = val_position) then 

                              if (addr_zero='0') then 

                                addr_out <= (others => '0'); 

                                addr_zero:='1'; 

                              elsif (addr_zero='1' and ram_data = x"2C") then --2C = "," 

                                i := i+1; 

                                if (i=2) then 

                                  check_pos <='1'; 

                                  addr_zero :='0'; 

                                end if; 

                              elsif (addr_zero='1') then 

                                addr_out <= addr_out+1; 

                              end if; 

                            elsif (rx_st_machine = api_data_calc) then --Calc API Data 

                              if (incr_addr2="00") then 

                                addr_out <= (others => '0'); 

                                incr_addr2 := "01"; 

                              elsif (incr_addr2="01") then 

                                addr_out <= addr_out+1; 

                                api_checksum <= api_checksum + ram_data; 

                                addr_out <= addr_out+1; 

                                incr_addr2 := "10"; 

                              elsif (incr_addr2="10" and ram_data=x"0A") then 

                                total_data <= addr_out+11; 

                                api_checksum <= x"FF" - api_checksum; 

                                api_check_ok <= '1'; 

                              else  

                                incr_addr2 := "01"; 

                              end if; 

                            elsif (rx_st_machine = send_data) then -- SEND DATA 

                              if (rdy_to_send="000000") then 
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                                addr_out <= (others => '0'); 

                                rdy_to_send<="000001"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="000001") then --Send Frame ID 7E 

                                tx_reg2<=x"7E"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="000010"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="000010") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="000011"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="000011" and busy2='0') then --Send 

Length (1) 

                                tx_reg2<=x"00"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="000100"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="000100") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="000101"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="000101" and busy2='0') then --Send 

Length (2) 

                                tx_reg2<=total_data; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="000110"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="000110") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="000111"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="000111" and busy2='0') then --Send API 

ID (0x01) 

                                tx_reg2<=x"01"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="001000"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="001000") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="001001";  

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="001001" and busy2='0') then --Send 

Frame ID (0x00) 

                                tx_reg2<=x"00"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="001010"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="001010") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="001011"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="001011" and busy2='0') then --Send Dest 

Addr (1) 

                                tx_reg2<=x"00"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="001100"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="001100") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="001101"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="001101" and busy2='0') then --Send Dest 

Addr (2) 

                                tx_reg2<=x"00"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="001110"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="001110") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="001111"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="001111" and busy2='0') then --Send 

Options 

                                tx_reg2<=x"01"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="010000"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="010000") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="010001";         -----REST OF DATA.....     

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="010001" and busy2='0') then --send $ 

                                tx_reg2<=x"24"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="010010"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="010010") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="010011"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="010011" and busy2='0') then --send G 

                                tx_reg2<=x"47"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="010100"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="010100") then 
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                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="010101"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="010101" and busy2='0') then --send P 

                                tx_reg2<=x"50"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="010110"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="010110") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="010111"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="010111" and busy2='0') then --send R 

                                tx_reg2<=x"52"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="011000"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="011000") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="011001"; 

                                elsif(rdy_to_send="011001" and busy2='0') then --send M 

                                tx_reg2<=x"4D"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="011010"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="011010") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="011011"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="011011" and busy2='0') then --send C 

                                tx_reg2<=x"43"; 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="011100"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="011100") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="011101"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="011101" and busy2='0') then --send RAM 

DATA 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="011110"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="011110") then 

                                tx_reg2<=ram_data; 

                                rdy_to_send<="011111"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="011111") then 

                                if (tx_reg2=x"0A" and busy2='0') then 

                                  rdy_to_send<="100001"; 

                                elsif (tx_reg2=x"0A") then 

                                  rdy_to_send<="011111"; 

                                else 

                                  rdy_to_send<="100000"; 

                                end if; 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="100000" and busy2='0') then   

                                addr_out <= addr_out+1; 

                                rdy_to_send<="011101"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="100001" and busy2='0') then --send API 

checksum 

                                tx_reg2<=api_checksum(7 downto 0); 

                                tx_rdy2<='1'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="100010"; 

                              elsif(rdy_to_send="100010") then 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                                rdy_to_send<="011101"; 

                                data_sent<='1'; 

                              else 

                                tx_rdy2<='0'; 

                              end if; 

                            end if; 

                          end if; 

                        end if; 

                      end process; 
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 --SEND DATA TO GPS 

  xbee_to_gps:    process(clk) 

                  begin 

                    if (clk'event and clk='1') then 

                      if (rst_sync = '0') then 

                        tx_reg1 <= (others => '0'); 

                        tx_rdy1<='0'; 

                      elsif (rx_rdy2='1' and busy1='0' and enable='1') then 

                        tx_reg1<=rx_reg2; 

                        tx_rdy1<='1'; 

                      else 

                        tx_rdy1<='0'; 

                      end if;   

                    end if;   

                end process; 

 

end behavior; 
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Appendix C 

Board Layout and Schematics  
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RFALS Circuit Schematic 
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Top and Bottom PCBs 
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PCB Components 
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